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The purpose of this thesis is to examine oertain classes of
hounded linear operators on a Banach space X in an algebraic light,
i.e. as elements of a Banach algebra rather than as operators on X,
the Banach algebra in general being the algebra B(X) of all bounded
linear operators on X. We choose those properties which can be
expressed in general algebraic terms, and then study elements of a
general Banach algebra which satisfy these properties. Hie class
originally chosen, suggested to me by Professor P. P. Bonsall, was the
class of compact operators on X. As the algebraic properties of such
operators generally involve their spectral properties, it was natural
to extend our study to include Riesz operators as well.
In the case of Riesz operators the choice of a suitable algebraic
characteristic is fairly obvious. We can express the definition of a
Riesz operator as follows. If TfB(X) then T is a Riesz operator
if and only if, for each element A in Sp T\{o], there exists a
projection of finite rank which commutes with T and is such that
v
T - TP^ ) and (T i) P^ =0 for some positive integer V .
We shall show later that we may remove the condition that
v
(T - /\I) P^ = 0, Thus we define an element a of a general Banach
algebra A to be a Riesz element if, for each /\ in Sp a\(o/, there
exists an idempotent e^ in the socle of A which commutes with a and is
such that i (ji Sp(a - ae^), We observe that the existence of a non-zero
Riesz element does not necessarily imply that A has a socle since, if
a has zero spectral radius, then a is a Riesz element.
A very different method for dealing with compact operators is
provided by the following result, due to Vala (15)- He proves that,
(iv)
if and T^ are non-zero elements of B(X), then the operator on B(X)
given "by S—>T_ST (ScB(x)) is compact if and only if both and
Tn are compact operators,, Denoting this operator by ^^2' we ex:':en^
this result in Chapter I to cover the case of Riesz operators. We
prove that is a quasi-nilpotent operator if and only if either
or Tg is quasi-nilpotent, and that is a Riesz operator with
non-zero spectral radius if and only if both and are Riesz
operators with non-zero spectral radii. We may complete this form of
characterisation by stating that, if and T^ are non-zero elements of
C I"1
B(X), then has finite rank if and only if both and T^ have
finite rarlc. In particular, if is the operator on B(X) given by
S —> T ST ( 3 c B(X)), then ^ is a finite rank, compact, quasi-
nilpctent, Riesz operator resp. if and only if is a finite rank,
compact, quasi-nilpotent, Riesz operator. We complete Chapter I by
expressing the spectral properties of in terms of those of and T^.
We now set these ideas in the context of a general Banach algebra.
Bor elements a and c in A we define the operator T on A by
cl 0
T b = abc (b£" A).
a c
In Chapter III we study an element a for which T is either a compactcl cl
or a Riesz operator. Our main result is a generalisation of the
characterisation of Riesz operators given in Chapter I; if A is
semi-simple, then a is a Riesz element of A if and only if T is a
Si ct
Riesz operator. The existence of the socle of A plays a large part
in this work, and we may characterise the socle of a semi-simple Banach
algebra A in terms of T as follows. If a 4 0, then T has finite
a a / a a
rank if and only if the socle of A exists and contains a, We obtain
partial results when T is a Riesz operator for distinct elements aSi 0
and c of A, and we show that I is a Riesz operator when a and c arecl C
(v)
Riesz elements of a semi-simple Banach algebra A, In this case we can
obtain a complete description of the spectral properties of T^ in
terms of those of a and c.
The assumption that T is compact does not appear to yield3 3
significantly more information about the element a than is obtained
under the assumption that T is only a Riesz operator. However the
3 3
set of all compact operators on a Banach space X does form a Banach
algebra, and hence, instead of considering individual elements a of a
Banach algebra A such that ^T^ is compact, we consider a Banach algebra
A for which T is compact for each element a of A, We call such an
a a i
algebra a compact Banach algebra, and study them in Chapter V, Our main
results are a representation theorem which shows that a primitive compact
Banach algebra may be represented as an algebra of compact operators,
and a structure theorem, showing that the structure space of a compact
Banach algebra is discrete under the usual hull-kernel topology. These
two theorems allow us to represent completely a compact B* algebra}
a primitive compact B* algebra is isometrically isomorphic to the
algebra of all compact operators on some Hubert space, and a compact
B* algebra is isometrically isomorphic to a B(CX5) sum of such algebras.
It is perhaps worth observing that, if the well-known conjecture
holds that a compact operator on a Banach sjjace X is the limit in the
operator norm of a sequence of finite rank operators, then we have an
immediate algebraic characterisation for compact operators; T is a
compact operator on X if and only if T lies in the closure of the
socle of B(X).
The remaining two chapters, Chapter II and Chapter IV, are both
short. In Chapter II we study a Banach algebra A for which left
multiplication by some element a is a Riesz operator. This is mainly
(vi)
preparatory work for the next chapter, but we are able to considerably
generalise a result by Kaplansky on completely continuous algebras.
Such an algebra is a particular case of a compact algebra, and the
results obtained in Chapter V for a compact Banach algebra may be
compared with those obtained by Kaplansky for a completely continuous
algebra. Chapter IV contains various representation theorems for a
primitive Banach algebra which contains elements a and c for which
T^ is either a compact operator or a Riesz operator.
I should like to thank my research supervisor, Professor P.P. Bonsall,
for his help and encouragement during my time as a research student.
During the years 1961^-66 1 have received financial assistance in the
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References and Notation.
The reader is assumed to have a knowledge of the basic elements
of functional analysis, particularily of the theory of compact operators
and Banach algebras. The reader is referred to Zaimen (18) for the
theory of compact operators, and to Riclcart (l2) for Banach algebra
theory. In Chapter I we give a brief account of the theory of Riesz
operators; the details may he found in two recent papers by West, (16)
and (l7)« Most of the results of this thesis are unpublished, but the
bulk of Ghapter V, together with several results from earlier chapters,
can be found in a paper by the author (l), which is to appear in the
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society.
One small result concerning Banach algebras which we shall often
use, but is not found explicitly in Rickart (l2), is the following.
(vii)
If a and c are elements of a primitive Banaoh algebra A such that
aAc = (o), then either a = 0 or c = 0, The proof consists of taking
a faithful strictly irreducible representation a—of A on a
Banach space X, and observing that if a f 0, c 4 0, there exist x and
y in X such that S x f 0 and S y f 0. Since the representationcl ' O '
is strictly irreducible there exists an element b in A such that
S 3 y = x, and thus S S 3 y ? 0, Thus abc 4 0,b cJ ' a b cJ i I
The notation that we shall use is consistent v?ith that in (l2).
We do, however, make special mention of the following points.
We shall always consider Banach algebras over the complex field,
which we denote by C.
Given an element a of a Banach algebra A, we denote by A(a) the
least closed subalgebra of A containing a. Then A(a) will be the
closure of the set of all polynomials in a without constant term.
Given an element a of a Banach algebra A, we write Sp^a and V^(a)
for the spectrum of a and the spectral radius of a respectively. Where
there is no confusion concerning which algebra we are considering, we
write 3p a and V ka).
For a Banach space X we denote by B(X) the algebra of all bounded
linear operators on X, having the norm //-//, and by X* the space of all
bounded linear functionals on X, If xfX, y£?X*, we denote by (x,y)
the value of y at x, and by x a y the bounded linear operator on X
given by x h y(u) = (u,y) x, (ufX). If TfB(X) vie denote by T*
the adjoint of T on X*, where (Tx,y) = (x,T*y), (xc"X, ycX*)»
If T c B(X) and M is a closed subspace of X such that T(M)crM,
we denote by t/m the operator T restricted to M,
If T CB(X) we denote by Null T and Range T the subspaces
[x; xfX and Tx = o] and fix; xexf respectively.
(viii)
The reference system which we use is as follows: (Z.Y.X) refers
to object X in section Y of Chapter Z, the object usually being a
theorem, lemma, corollary, or definition. Within Chapter Z we just
refer to (Y.X), References to the bibliography are given in round
brackets.
I. COMPACT OPERATORS AND RIESZ OPERATORS.
1. Introduction.
In this chapter we consider two classes of operators on a Banach
space compact operators and Riesz operators. We characterise
these two classes in terms of similar classes of operators on the
algebra B(X) of all bounded linear operators on the Banach space X,
If T is a bounded linear operator on X, we prove that the operator
S-^TST (SfB(X))
on B(x) is compact (Riesz) if and only if T is compact (Riesz). In
fact we prove rather more, considering operators of the type
S -^T^STg (3 £ B(X) ) .
This is done in ^ 3»
Since Riesz, and hence compact, operators have very strong spectral
properties, it is natural to ask whether any relationship exists between
the spectral properties of Tn and T^ and those of the derived operator
3 —> T-j^T^ (SeB(X)). In ^ 4 we investigate this problem and show
that such a relationship exists and that it is a very strong one.
We begin in 'i 2 with the definitions and some properties of compact
and Riesz operators that we shall need. We include three proofs at the
end of the section, since we later produce analogues of these results
for general Banach algebras. Dor the proofs of the others we refer the
reader to Saanen (l8) for compact operators, and to West (l6), (l7)
for Riesz operators. In addition the reader might consult a recent
paper by Bonsall (3) in which the spectral properties of a compact
operator are obtained by Banach algebra techniques.
2. Definitions and Standard Properties.
We suppose X is a Banach space and denote By X^ the unit ball in X.
DEFINITION 2.1, An operator I € B(X) Is said to be a compact operator
if and only if T(X^) is relatively compact In X under the norm topology,
i.e. the closure of T(XL^) is a compact set.
An equivalent definition is; Tc B(x) is compact if and only if,
for each bounded sequence j" x^j in X, there exists a subsequence x ?^k /
such that | Tx ^ converges.^k
THEOREM 2.2. 'The set of compact operators in B(x) forms a closed
two-sided ideal of B(X), which contains all finite rank operators.
We denote by K(X) the ideal of all compact operators on X.
THEOREM 2.3. T^k(X) if and only if T*c K(X*).
If TfcB(X), denote by Null T and Range T the sets
^x; xt X and Tx = Oj and ^Tx; x X j? respectively,
THEOREM 2.1. (Riosz-Schauder)
Suppose that T^c It(x) for some positive integer p and
that X is a non-zero point in Sp T. Then there exists an integer (A)
,
, ,V!»
which is the smallest integer such that Null ^T -aI) = Null (T -XI)
. m:
and is also the smallest integer such that Rango(T -AI) = Range (T -AI)
V 0^ / i
In addition, Null (T -/\l) has finite dimension, Range (T -AI) is
i/(A)
closed^and X = Null (T -Al) © Range (T -)l) .
Since T*^V K(X*) and Xc Sp T*, a similar integer V*(X) exists
for T* and V (A ) = V*(A).
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w(A) is called the index of A for T, For ease of notation we
shall in future just write \l for the index, it being clear from the
context with which X and T we are concerned.
Theorem 2.4 leads us to the definition of a Riesz operator.
DEFINITION 2.5. An operator T in B(X) is said to be a Riesz operator
if and only if, for each non-zero element A of 3p T, there exist closed
subspaces N^ and R\ of X such that
(i) N^ and R^ are invariant under T
(ii) x = nx$ra
(iii) N^has finite dimension
(iv) T - A I restricted to N ^ is nilpotent
(v) T — Al restricted to R^ is a homeomorphism.
In fact vie can identify N^ and R^ as follows. If we take V to be
1 ^
the smallest integer such that (T - Aljlfy) = 0, then it is easily seen
. y , , j/ii
that V is the smallest integer such that Null (T - Al) = Null (T - Al)
and is also the smallest integer such that Range(T -Al)^ = Range(T -Al) ,
V ^
Then N^ = Null (T - Al) and R^ = Range(T - Al) ,
We denote by R(x) the set of Riesz operators on X, We observe
that R(X) contains all quasi-nilpotent operators on X and, by Theorem 2.4,
all operators T in B(X) for which T^ is compact for some positive
integer p.
We now describe the Ruston characterisation of R(X), see (13) and
(l6). The quotient algebra B(x)/x(x) is a Banach algebra under the
usual infimum norm. Let T—*[T] be the canonical mapping of B(X)
onto B(X)/K(X).
THEOREM 2.6, TeR(X) if and only if [*Tj is a quasi-nilpotent
element in B(x)/lt(x),
- k -
Since \)([t]) = lim j![Tjn|P^n = inf |[T]n||^n we have;
COROLLARY 2.7. The following statements are equivalent;
(i) T€lR(X)
(ii) given € > 0, there exists an integer N and operators C^c K(X)
(n ^ N) such that
|jTn- oj <en
(iii) given f>0, there exists an integer N and an operator
K(X) such that
lhN. gn II ^ t"
Theorem 2.6 yields the following results, which may he compared
with Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 2.8. (i) If T , T2cR(X) and T^g* T T then
(ii) If T e-B(X), R(X) and T T2= T^T , then
T1+ T2€R(X).
T1T2C '
(iii) If T^c R(X) (n = 1,2,...) and if T—»T so
that TT = T T (n = l,2,,.,)» then TcR(X).
n n
(iv) If T«R(X), then T*£R(X«).
NOTE. In general R(X) is not closed -under addition, multiplication,
or under the uniform topology see the counter examples in & 5, (l6),
THEOREM 2,9. The identity operator I lies in R(X) if and only if
X has finite dimension.
THEOREM 2.10. If T£"R(X), Sp T is countable with 0 as the only
possible accumulation point.
THEOREM 2.11. If T£R(X) and has a closed invariant subspace M,
then t/m is a Riesz operator on M.
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If T is a Risoz operator and \,£ Sp Tv^O? , denote by PA "the
projection onto N\, We observe that TP^ = P^T, Since we have a
homooraorphisra between N\ and AC/R, it is clear that P\ lies in B(x).
THEOREM 2.12. (i) R^Nr = (o) if \fh.
(ii) P. P, =0 if \ j. p* .
(iii) Null TnNA = (0).
. . , , . y(r)
Proof. (i) If A f ;->, the polynomials (t - A ) and \t -[*) in
the complex variable t are relatively prime. Hence there exist poly¬
nomials p(t) and q(t) such that
vW WW
P(t) (t - A) + q(t) (t -r)u= i.
Thus p(T) (T - A i) + q('T) (T -^i) (/"= I and hence it follows that,
if xeN^nN^ , then
x = p(T). (T - Al)x + q(T). (T - rl)x = 0.
(ii) For any x €X4 lies in N,. We also have
(T -^l)V^Px = P^(T -^if^x = 0
as TP^ = P^T, Hence if A P^P^xcN^nN^, = (o) and so P^ P^ = 0.
/ \ , yU)(iii) If X( Null T fi N^ , then Tx = 0 and (T - A I) x = 0. Hence
x = 0, ij px^J^j (~f- At) .
THEOREM 2.13# Pet T£R(x) and suppose A(,.»»,Ar are distinct
non-zero points in Sp T» Denote by T' and T1' the operators T(l P^ )
and T(U F ) respectively. Then
/
I
(i) Sp T'\ foi = Sp \^o\
(ii) Sp I'NfOf =
Proof. (i) By 'Theorem 2.8 (ii) both T* and T' ' lie in R(X). Let
P = Z PA and Q = I - P. Then P2 = P and Q2 = Q by Theorem 2.12,
If A £ Sp T'v (oj, A is an eigen value of T' since T* lies in R(X),
Thus there exists x^X, x £ 0, such that TQx =Ax. Hence Qx j- 0 and
* 6 -
/\Qx = QTQx = TQ2X ^ TQx. Thus A € Sp Tvfo?. Since Px Q = QP> = 0AC At
(l <i <n) it follows that Pv Qx = 0, and hence A ^ A, (lgi<n) since~~ A t
Qx 4Null (T - A I) » Thus A£ Sp T N \ A, , . . . , A„ } 0 j.
If A £ ^ A* > » •»> A„ ,0;, there exists xfX, x ^ 0, such that
Tx = Ax. P^ x = 0 (l<i^n) by Theorem 2.12, and hence it follows
that Qx = x and T'x = Ax. Thus A <£ Sp T' ~n[05.
(ii) Por each i (l^i^n) there exists x^ € X, x. ^ 0, such that
Tx. = A x. . Ey Theorem 2.12 Px. = x. and so T' 'x. = A. x. . Hence
1 ' 1 11 11
[A,,.",An}crSp T".
If Xe Sp T'' \ f o}, there exists x<?X, x j 0, such that TMx =Ax,
since T 'R(X). Then T(]TP^ x) = Ax and so P^ x ^ 0 for some i.
Then A?a x = Px T''x = TP^ Px = TP^ x by Theorem 2.12. Hence
A$Sp"^[of and so ^\(l> x) = Px x. Thus by Theorem 2.12, it follows
that A ~ \ , and hence Sp T''^(0{ = [ A, ,.A* \ .
We may novi express the concept of a Riesz operator in a more
algebraic form
THEOREM 2.14. If T lies in B(X),, then T is a Riesz operator if and
only if, for each A ( Sp T\[o], there exists an idempotent P^ in the
socle of B(X) that commutes with T and is such that
(i) there exists an integer V such that- (T -Al) Px =0
(ii) \^sp(t-tpa).
Proof. If T is a Riesz operator the result follows from Theorem 2,13.
Converselyi let N^ = an^ = ^ ~ P\ X^)# We only have to
verify that T - AljR^ is a homeomorphism. If S is the inverse of
,/ >•I |
A (T - TP^ ) - I, then P^ S = -P^ SP^ and so S(R^) £ ^ • Hence ASjR^
. }
is the inverse of T -AI/R^ and our proof is complete.




3. The operator -J 2*
v/e suppose and T^ are "bounded linear operators on a Banach
space X,
DEFINITION 3,1. We denote "by \ r | '» ^ respectively the bounded
linear operators on B(X) given by
l' 3 = t s (3€b(x))




lemma, 3.2, (i) HJTII* HyUn^ll = IfaJ, tJlt = IhJ UT2I/'
(ii) vqn = V(tx),vcp =V(T1),V(^Q =V(T1)V(T2).
Proof. (i) Clearly | //<T j/Tjj I't^//. To prove equality we proceed
as follows. Gdven £" > 0, there exists xfX, yeX*, such that
It^xH >/HTjfil - £), ||T|y// ^ /|T||/(l - £ ) = - f), Hxjl = 1, and
llyjj = 1. Then we have /jx a y/7 = ilxllfiy/i = 1 and /jT^(x y^/f =
H^xllkp-ii >, (l -tfflTjHTj. Hence //jJ^// = faj kj.
Similarity we may prove |/7ll= Jlqil =fT7l.
(ii) Since .J 2 S = T^ ST^ , it follows from (i) that
llyii-il*i) Kf. Hence =v,(t1).v(t2).
Similarily we have idj) =^\)
The following theorem is crucial for the work in this chapter and
indeed initiated the work contained in this thesis. It is a corollary
of a theorem by Vala — see (15) Theorem 3« The proof that we shall
give is due to Bonsall and is slightly easier, although essentially
the same. We need the following form of Ascoli's theorem.
- 8 -
COinPti t(
Let E be a compact space and Y ^/metric space. Let [ be an
equicontinuous sequence of mappings of E into Y, such that, for each
s ( \ ^
x in E, the set < fn': n = 1,2,... J is contained in a compact subset
of Y. Then there exists a subsequence f f j which converges uniformly
in E.
THEOREM 3»3» Yf T , T^ are non-zero members of B(x), then is
a compact operator on B(X) if and only if both T^ and T^ are compact.
Proof. We suppose T^ and T^ are compact. Let X^ be the closed, unit
ball in X and put E = T^CX^), so that E is compact in the norm topology
G-iven a sequence [ in B(X) with // S_^ // <: 1, consider the sequence
mapping E into X. It is equicontinuous since j)T^3nx - T^S^x */| /|t^//|x - x
f ?
and if xfS then /EjS xj n = 1,2,... J lies in Y^X^ which is compact
where X^ is the closed ball of radius //T^// in X. Thus the conditions
of Ascoli's theorem are satisfied, and so there exists a subsequence
/T S | converging uniformly on E» Hence given £ >0, there exists It
"k
such that
II IS x - 13 xH <c £ (k, k>K, xcE).J. n. ± n, , /"k 1 "k
Hence we have
''TlSn, T2x " TlSn T2x,I ~ f (k, k'^K, x€Xj_)
x K'
giving
//T S T - I S T 3 <: P (k, kVt).
K — jc*.
Thus $ T^S T^j* converges and hence ^ is compact*^
--nConversely, suppose ^ is compact. Since T^ ^ 0 we may find
/ e_T">
y^ in X* such that Y'^y^ f 0. By considering ^ restricted to
operators of the form x © y^ it is clear that T^ must be compact.
Similarily we may prove T* is compact, and hence}by Theorem 2.3 >T^
is compact.
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NOTE. The operators a-nd are not compact unless either
T^ = 0 or X is finite-dimensional» For if T^ / 0 take in X such
tho,t ^]_xl ^ an<^ cons^er tJ"* restricted to the suhspa.ce of operators
of the form & y (y«cX*), Then compact implies that the
identity operator on X* is compact and hence X*, and so also X, is finite
-dimensional, We may similarily treat the ca.se when is compact.
If T^ = 0, clearly = 0. If X is finite-dimensional then
so a,lso is B(X) and hence *| and are compact.
We now prove an analagous theorem to Theorem 3*3 for Riesz operators.
THEOREM 3»4. If T^ and T^ are Riesz operators, then a Riesz
operator.
Proof. Erom Corollary 2.7 it follows that, given £ >0, there exists
an integer n and compact operators C^ and in B(X) such that
I/tJ - c1)U fn, ihn2 - z2il< £rt
Denote by ^~2 the operator on B(X) given by
^(S) = (ScB(X)),
By Theorem 3»3 ^-s comPa°f* Since (S) = T^ST^ we have
IITM - f2(S )lt= II - Cj3T" + C S(T" - 0)1/
•C £ Mi.llTp + t")
<C 3Mn£rt//si/
where M = max (//T^// , /|T2j| ,£ ). Hence (( _(Pjl C 3 ^ and hence
by Corollary 2,7 -J2 as a Riesz operator on B(x).
We now prove a converse theorem.
THEOREM 3.5. If T T2<rB(X) then
(i) either T^ or T2 is quasi-nilpotent if is quasi-nilpotent
(ii) both T^ and T2 must be Riesz operators if ^7^ is a Riesz
operator but is not a quasi-nilpotent operator.
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Proof. (i) This follows immediately from Lemma 3*2.
(ii) Suppose fT^ is a Riesz operator and X is a non-zero
eigen value of 2' 2* Taice S £ Null(^| ^ -Al), S 0„ Then
T? ScNull(X - A I) for all n, and since Null(5jP - Al) is finite-112 ' 1 2
dimensional,it follows that there exists an integer N such that
js, IS,,,,, T^ S | are linearly dependant. Thus there exists a non¬
zero polynomial p(T^) in T^ such that p(T^)S = 0. We may write this
in the form
m
77- yU l)T* S = 0 (/I f 0, 1 s i 4 m).
Since T^ ST^ = A 3 it follows that T^ S 0, and so for some i
Null(T -/'I) ^(o).hence there exists some complex number A,f 0 and
a point X, x^ jp 0, such that T^x^ = A(x^.
Similarity there exists a complex number A? A 0 and a point y^ £
j2 j 0, such that T| = \^2"
Denote by U the closed subspace of B(X) consisting of all operator
of the form x s This is invariant under
^ I ^ since
J2U ® y2) = Txx a T*yg = X^x a y2-
The map x —^x a y^ (x<?X) is a homeomorphism between X.. an<i U,
and hence there is an algebraic homeomorphism between 3(X) and L(u)
in which T^ corresponds to 1/^ , ^ Since 2|u is a Riesz
operator on U by Theorem 2.11, it follows that T is a Riesz operator.
In a similar way, by considering the subspace V of B(X) consisting
of all operators of the form x^ a y, we can identify V and X*, and
so prove that T* is a Riesz operator. Then by Theorems 2.3 (iv) and
2.11 it follows that T^ is a Riesz operator.
COROLLARY J>.6. T^ is a compact, quasi-nilpotent, Riesz operator
respectively if and only if is a compact, quasi-nilpotent, Riesz
operator respectively.
- 11 -
MOTE (i) The operator is a Riesz operator only if either
T^ is quasi-nilpotent or X has finite dimension. In the later case
| and will he compact. for by Lemma 3-2 \/ qT) =v(Tp = vc^p.
If " j is not quasi-nilpotent, we can prove as in Theorem 3>5 that
1^ has a non-zero eigen value. A, say, such that ^X1 = >x1 ^or SOEie
x_^£X, ^ 0. Then all operators of the form x^ s y lie in the null
space of J"- A ^ which can only have finite dimension if X* is finite-
dimensional, i.e. if X is finite dimensional. Similartly we may deal
with •
(ii) If T_^r R(X) and B is a closed subalgebra of B(X) whose
centre contains T^, the operator
S __* T S (S € B)
is a Riesz operator on B, This follows from the fact that the square
I
of this operator is an<^ Lence is a Riesz operator.
This result may be compared with the equivalent result for compact
operators by Bonsall, (3) 'Theorem 1,
br. The Spectral Properties of 12*
We assume througliout this section that T , T^C^(X).
THEOREM 1»1» A 6.I if and only if there exists y^^Sp T^^fOj
such that V/- c Sp Tx.
Proof. Take A C Sp As in the proof of Theorem 3»5 (ii)>
if 3 CNull (xT2 - A I), there exists a polynomial q(T^) such that
S q(T ) = 0, ST^ j-0 if S / 0 since T^ST£. = As, and SO' We EiaJ "v7ri"te
3Ta j7(T - MI) =0
^ L-J ^
for some non-zero m . Hence there exists a non-zero operator 3' in
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Null (^2 ~ A l) and Ac Sp T?\ f Oj such that
S'T =/MS'.
Then we have
T^S' = l/rT1S,T2 = ^3'
and thus CSp T^.
Conversely, suppose A/yw £Sp T^V jOj and Sp T^xfo], Since
T^ and T* are Riesz operators, there exists x^£.X, x^ 4 0, and y^C.'^*,
y2 4 0, such that T^x^ = and T*y2 - fyThen as y2 ^ 0
and ^(*1 « J2) =A(x1xy2). Thus A ^7 Sp ^ ^ 2'
NOTATION. If 3p T^\f0), denote by P^ the projection onto
Null (T2 - /^)/> and if yW£ Sp T^\ {oj, denote by Q ^ the projection
onto Null (T - yMl) (w^ ' l *
Since T and T2 are Riesz operators, ^7^ is a Riesz operator.
If A £ Sp "I2 \ foj, let B(X) = N^® R^ be the corresponding
decomposition of B(X), and let be the projection onto N^.
THEOREM 1+.2. Let [y= \p Sp T^V fo} and Sp T^\ (OfJ
Then
jt
!p(S) = ^P SQ (S£B(X)).^ - 7f« "•
11
Proof. We first prove that, if Se~N^, then S = Py^ S .
Let T = T (i - 0 - .... - Q ). Then T £ R(X) by Theorem 2.8.3 2 r- rn 3
If S iNy and SQ^ = 0 (lii^n) then
(T - Ai)"s = ((T ->i)^(x - qj = o.
By Theorem 2,13, Sp T \ [o] = Sp T^T^ ,pnf0j , and thus A is not
an eigen value of by Theorem 4-1. Hence
Se.N)} SQ = 0, (l *i<n) ^ S = 0. — (l)
Now take any S in N^. Then S(l - (i^ -.. ,-Q^ ) £ since
(?2 * **) (3(I " °rr-'- rK}) = ((i^2 "'^I)V# " V QA)
= 0.
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But S(I - QM Q )Q^,= 0 by Theorem 2.12, and so by (l)
h n
S£N ^ 3 = J SQ (2)r . / t
Similarfly we have
SfN, —, 3 = f J> 30 (4)
St-N, =-, S = T P^S (3)
Now take some fixed i in Ijifn and define T by T = T O,»
1+ 4- 2 r'
Then T <rR(x) by Theorem 2.8. If S^N, then
b- * v
- Al)Vy) = ('(^ 2 - A I)" S)QA= 0.
By Theorem 2.13 Sp T Y f0i= j and thus, by applying (3) to the
<rr>
operator _ i , we have SQ = P. , SQ , Hence1 1 4 A< A
h 3 = f Pw SQ'
i,/ /"■ A
To obtain the converse result we proceed as follows. We choose
some fixed element ^ £ } j*t, ..»,yu„ j and prove that any operator of the
form Py SQ^ lies in N^. Operators of this form have finite rank
and form a finite-dimensional subspace V of B(X), since P., SQ has
if r
range in P<, (X), while its adjoint has range in Q*(X"*). J maps
if r 1 d
V into itself since
TP., SQ T = P. T ST Q
1 *!f I* V 1 2 r stfc*
and \ is clearly an eigen value of jJ^J ^"s on^ e;*-68n value,
since suppose \ f ^ / 0, and T^S'T^ = A 31 for some S*£ V, S' ^ 0.
Then A is an eigen value of fT^ and so by (O
8' = r Pv S'Q,
, V/A A
for some elements P, , »»., p^ in Sp T^\ f 0/, such that k/^
lie in Sp T^\ j 0(, As S*£ V, we also have S' = Py 3'Q^,» Since the
equalities A- % , [* - fJt , can not both hold for each i, it follows
from Theorem 2.12 that
3' = T pv/ P//S'^Q.. = 0.
t: Yf YA A r
Similarily 0 is not an eigen value of n 2' » since, if T^S'T^ = 0,
v
3' € V, then S1T^ = 0 as Null T^/qNull(T^ - A^kI) = (0) by
Theorem 2.12, Since 3'Q^= S* and (T^ -/»l) Q„ = 0, it follows thai
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0 = 3'(T2 - ylf = (-/•) S'Qa= (-/-)" S».
Hence |V is a bounded linear operator on a finite-dimensional
Banach space with } as its only eigen value. Such an operator can be
represented by an upper diagonal matrix whose entries along the main
diagonal are all \ — see (6) page 107, Then for some integer V
(pi -A Ij V =(oJ^and so
PA SQ^CN^ for all Sf3(X).
Hence
A
3 e Ha <=-. S = £ E, «
/< , '
If 3 cRj, suppose ^ = (p'2 ~ -^ien
since 2_ ^ • Thus
T? (s) - Z
HOTS. We observe that jP is an operator of the type we have been
X
considering, being the sum of a finite family of operators which are
obtained by left and right multiplication.
We remark that the verification that the set
{/* 3 j*C 3p T2M0/ and X/^ £ Sp T_^ /0 /jf
is finite is easy. For, if ^ is in this set, then jju\% 1/^(1^),
and hence, since Sp T^ is countable with 0 as the only possible
accumulation point, it follows that the set is finite.
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XI. THE OPERATORS T AND T .
a a
1. Introduction.
In this chapter we concxder » Banadh algebra A and the operators
T and T on it, given by left and right multiplication by an element
a a
a on A,
In ^ 2 we are concerned to show how, when is a Riesz operator
on A, the spectrum of T relates to that of a. We show that, if A £ C9/
A / 0, then Ac Sp ^T if and only if \ £ Sp a^fof, and that if
so, there exists a non-zero idempotent e commuting with a such that
/»
T is the projection onto Null( T - /\l) , In this section we often
eA a
use the convenient notational device of apparently introducing a unit
element in such expressions as (a - Al) b,
In § 3 we show that, if A is a primitive Banach algebra and T
cl
is a Riesz operator for some element a of A with V (a)/> 0, then A is
homeomorphic to a full finite-dimensional matrix algebra. This
generalises a result of Kaplansky for completely continuous algebras
and helps to answer a problem raised by Olubummo in connection with
such algebras.
2. T and T .
a a
Let A be a Banach algebra. We do not assume that A has a unit
element or is commutative.
DEFINITION 2.1, For agrA denote by T and T the operators
£L ct
on A given by
T b = ab (b £'A)
£L
T b = ba (bCA).
3.
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We shall be discussing elements a of A for which T is a compactct
or Riesz operator. We first examine the relationship between Sp a
and Sp T, This has been done, when T is compact, by Bonsall,
a a
(3) Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. He works with a commutative algebra with
a unit element, but his proofs do not use these assumptions. We shall
obtain equivalent results for the case when T is a Riesz operator,a
but this requires rather more preparation,
LEMHA 2,2, If a^A, then y ( T) = V(T ) = V(a),
a a
Proof, Since //a^b/i /?a11 // //b// (b£A) it is clear that |J^nj( ^ /|a.n//
and so \J ( ^ ^(a). However, // T1^/ ^ /'/an+1|/jf a// , Since
//an+^///a//^.% V(a) as n-^coit follows that \/( T) >v(a) and hencea
W( T) = /(a). Similarily we have V (T ) = lA(a).a a
The following lemma is suggested by (3) Theorem 3»
LEMMA. 2,3, Let a be an element of A such that T is 3. Riesz operator
a 1
on A, If -A i£ .Sp. 0&, let A = © R^ be the corresponding
decomposition of A. Then there exists a non-zero idempotent e. ,
r
commuting with 0., such that I is the projection onto N. *M„ec<c,TeJ u.ti, ~T,
eA *
✓ <J
Proof. Por some integer y N, = Null( T - Al) and R( = Range( T - Al).* r a a a
Then and R^ are closed right ideals of A,
17 ^
Although A may not have a unit element, (a - A l) - (-A) 1 can
he interpreted in the obvious way as an element of A, Hence there
exist elements p , q<.R^ such that
y y
(a - Al) - (- A) 1 = p + q,
V ✓
If bcN^, then (a - Al) b =0, and hence -(-A) b = pb + qb. Now
qb e Rq since q i Rj (and pb € N > since p <e . Thus qb e aR^ = ( 0),
V v
giving -(-A; b = pb, Writing e^ = -l/(-A),p we have e,b = b forA
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all b in N^, Conversely, if b = e^b, then b £ since e^ H\ ,
Clearly ex = e^, and e/X f 0 since IT ^ (o).
We now prove that ae ( = e^a. Since eiN cz N , and aBjc ^,
we have ap £ and nqe; R^ , Since we also have pa f ^, qatR. , and
a-(p + q) = (p + q)a, it follows that ap = pa and aq = qa. Hence
ae. = e,a as required,
r A
Finally, if bfR, , suppose b = ( T - A l) c. Then, since a* a
✓ v
and e, commute, T b = T(T-Al)c = (T-Al) (ec) = 0 as e, € N. »X e; a a J» \ X
Hence ^T is the projection onto N. .
A
THEOREM 2.4» Let a be an element of L. such that X is a Riesz
a
operator on L.. Then 3p(a)\f0? = Sp T^(o{.CI
Proof. Clearly 3p(a)v[o] ^>Sp^T\/oj, Suppose At' Sp(a) ^MO/
but A <1 Sp^T \ i o] . Let f* > ^p^, . This
is a finite set since the spectrum of a Riesz operator is countable,
with 0 as its only possible accumulation point. Let e^,..., be
the set of idempotents in A corresponding to A ^ as in
t\
Lemma, 2.3. Put c = a - i ae. , It follows from Theorem 1.2.8 (ii)
i*/ 1
that T is a Riesz operator, and from Theorem 1.2.13 (i) thatG
V"( T)c /A/ . Thus, by Lemma 2.2, v/(c)< /A/.
C
By Theorem 1,2,12 T T =0 (i^j), and soG • © •
i o
2
e.e. =e.e. = T T(e.) =0, Hence there exists
3-0 10 e4 e} 0
a commutative subalgebra B of A containing a, e^, (lci^n) such
that Sp^avfo/ = Sp^a\|o), Since ^-g(c) = V^( c), it follows that
A^ Sp^c, Let b be the G-elfand transform of b in B, and let (£) be
the carrier space of B, Since (a - A( l) e^ = 0 (l <* i *r n) it follows
that, if = Tj then a(}») = . Thus if a(<^>) , then
= 0 (lfi <n), since e_^(^) can not be 1, and hence c(d) = A,
Since / A/ t this is a contradiction, and so 3p(a)s«foJ= Sp T^fO),a.
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COROLLARY 2,5* Let a be an element of A such that T is a. Riesz
a
operator on A, and let \ £ ([ , A ^ 0. Then A £" Sp T if and only if
A £ 3p a , and if so, there exists a non-zero idempotent e^ commuting
]/
with a such that T is the associated rrojection onto Rull( T - \ i) »
eX a
3. Primitive Algebras and Completely Continuous Algebras,
In (7) Kaplansky malr.es the following definition,
DEFINITION 3,1, A Banach algebra, A is said to be completely
continuous (c,c) if, for each element a^A, the operators on A
given by
b —» ab (b € A)
b —» ba (be A)
are both compact,
We may also define left (right) complete continuity in the obvious
way.
In (7) Lemma 1+ Kaplansky proves the following result.
THEOREM 3»2» A primitive Banach algebra is completely continuous
if and only if it is homeomorrliic to a full finite-dimensional matrix
algebra.
We can generalise this result as follows.
THEOREM 3,3* Let A be a primitive Banach algebra with an element a,
such that W (a) > 0 and 7 is a Riesz operator, 'Then A is homeo-
cl
morphic to a full finite-dimensional matrix algebra, and hence is a
completely continuous algebra.
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Froof. Since V(a) > 0, it follows from Corollary 2,5 that there
exists a non-zero idempotent e in A;commuting with a?such that eA
is finite-dimensional. Consider the anti-homomorphism a—^ A /3j
from A into B(eA) given by
R ,( eb ) = eba' ( eb € eA),
a
If eAa' - 0 then a = 0, since e ^ 0 and A is primitive, and thus
it is an anti-isomorphism. Hence A is finite-dimensional, Since A
is primitive, it has a faithful, strictly irreducible, representation
on some Banach space, which will be finite-dimensional. By (l2)
Corollary 2,4.7 the representation will be strictly dense, and hence
A maps onto the whole matrix algebra, A matrix algebra has a unique
topology, and hence A is homeomorphic to a full finite-dimensional
matrix algebra, It follows from Theorem 3»2 that A is completely
continuous.
This theorem answers, in the primitive case, a question raised
by Olubummo in (ll) where he asks whether a left c.c, algebra is a
c,c algebra. The following example shows that this is untrue in general,
Take X to be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, and let f be
some fixed non-zero element in X*. Let A be the algebra of all operators
on X of the form x a f, If jjx a fji -s 1> then1 n
(x H f)(xr S f) = f(xn) x x I
and jf(xn)j ^ 1. It follows that left multiplication by x a f is
a compact operator on A, and so A is a left c.c, algebra# If x-^£ X
and f(x^) = 1, then right multiplication by x^ a f is the identity
operator on A, and thus can not be compact, as X has infinite dimension.
In this example A has a "large" radical, and it still leaves open
the question when A is semi-simple.
The other main theorem on c.c, Banach algebras is given by
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Kaplansky in (8) 'Theorem 5*1 in which he proves thai the structure
space of a> completely continuous Banach algebra is discrete, in the
usual hull-kernel topology, We shall obtain this result as a
corollary in a later chapter.
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III TIE OPERATOR T
a c
1, Introduction.
If a and c axe elements of a Banach algebra A, we define
to be the bounded linear operator on A given b.y T b = abc (b£A)„
ci C
In ^ 2 we examine an element a of a Banach algebra A for which
the operator T is a Riesz operator. Using results obtained in
cl cl
Chapter II for T we can show that a has the usual spectral properties
a
associated with a Riesz operator, i.e. Sp a is countable with 0
as the only possible accumulation pointj for each 3p aN/0} there
y
exists a non-zero idempotent e^ such that (a -Al) e^ = 0 for
some integer V , ae^ = e^a, and \ { SP( a - ae^). We show that these
properties uniquely define e^, that e^ lies in the smallest closed
jtll tjt/n /tjTtrt
subalgebra containing a, and that in the case when A = B(X) / ei
corresponds to the usual null-space projection .
iA is semi-simple, we show how the idempotents e^ give rise
to minimal idempotents, and thus in £ 3 we examine the socle of A.
Our principal result is that, if a and c are non-zero elements in a
primitive Banach algebra A, then T has finite rank if and only if
cl C
the socle of A exists and contains a and c. If a = c v;e can replace
the condition that A be primitive by the condition that A be semi-simple.
In & !+ we produce a necessary and sufficent condition for T
s a a
to be a B-iesz operator. We define an element a in A to be a Riesz
element if, for each A in Sp a~N ,there exists an idempotent f^
in the socio of ii that commutes with a and is such that A f Sp( a - af^).
Then, if A is semi-simple and a and c are Riesz elements, T is a
a c
Riesz operator. In particular, T is a Riesz operator if and only
a a
if a is a Riesz element. When applied to the algebra B(X) we see that
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T is a Riesz operator on X if and only if T is a Riesz element in B(X).
This allows us to remove some of the conditions in the definition of
a Riesz operator, Perhaps the neatest expression of the definition
is as follows; T is a Riesz operator if and only if, for each \ in
Sp T\[Of, there exists a projection P\ of finite rank, commuting with
T, such that /\c Sp(T - Tp^ )»
In Q 5 we investigate the spectral properties of T . If a and c
* Si C
are Riesz elements then T is a Riesz onerator and we can identify
a c
y
Sp T and the projections onto Null( T - ,/\l) for each A in
Si C Q, c
/ p
Sp &Tq\ I of. These results are very similar to those obtained for
Riesz operators in Chapter I, ^4.
2. The operator T .x
a a
DEFINITION 2.1. For elements a and c in a Banach algebra A denote
by T the bounded linear operator on A given bySi c ~~
T b = abc (bf A),
0, C
Note that if A is primitive, then T^ = 0 implies that either
a = 0 or c = 0, If A is semi-simple, then T =0 implies that
cl 3,
a = 0,
"We observe that V (^T ) V (a) V'(c) and that, since
IUTan|>/ 11^1/A//, f(aTa) - (V (a))2 =V(a2).
LEMMA 2.2. Let T be a Riesz operator on A. ThenSi cl
(i) T restricted to a closed subalgebra of A whose centreSi
contains a is Riesz,
(ii) if B is a closed subalgebra of A whose centre contains a
"then Sp^axfo^ = Sp^aA^O^ = Sp( t/b)\ fo|,
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(iii) Sp a is countable, with 0 as the only possible accumulation
point,
(iv) for each \ £ Sp a^foj there exists a non-zero idempotent
e commuting with a such that, for some integer V , \a - ) e\ = 0A * A
and e. e =0 if \ 4 f-".\ r '
Proof. If B is a closed subalgebra of A. whose centre contains a,
then t maps B into itself and, by 'Theorem 1.2,11, T |b is
8, 8, 3 3
a Riesz operator. But T (B = T^/B and thus by the Ruston
3 9, 3
I
characterisation T|B is a Riesz operator.
3
(ii) Since B^A, Sp^a x fo}^ Sp^a n (0(. If \ £ Sp^a "v (of, then
A C Sp( TB)\|0] by Theorem 2.2.4, and hence there exists b in B,8.
b ^ 0, such that ab = Ab, Hence \£ Sp^av\oj and the required
result follows.
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii).
(iv) Taking B as in (ii) we obtain our required idempotents
from Corollary 2.2.5. By Theorem 1.2.12 T T = 0 (A j fA) and
2 er
hence e. = ^T T^) = 0.
COROLLARY 2.3. If T is a Riesz operator on a Banach space X, then
left multiplication by T on the centraliser of T is a Riesz operator,
Proof, By definition, the centraliser of T is the set of all bounded
linear operators on X which commute with T, This is a closed sub-
algebra of B(X) and hence, by Theorem 1.3.4, we have the required
result.
We may compare this result with that by Bonsall, (3) 'Theorem 1,
He proves that, if T is a compact operator on X, then left multiplication
by T on its centraliser is a compact operator.
We remind the reader that left multiplication by T is not a Riesz
- 2br -
operator on B(X) unless either T is quasi-nilpotent or X is finite-
dimensional.
The following theorem may be compared with Theorem 1.2.13.
THEOREM 2,4-. Xf T is a Riesz operator on A and e, (A € Sp a\(0j)
a. a. A
are the idempotents obtained in Lemma 2,2, then
Sp ( a - 2 ae^ )N { o] = Sp a \ f \ ,,.., A„, oj
Sp ( aeA)\[o] = /A,,..., AJ.
t
Proof. Let an = a - ae, , a„ = ae . . Then T B and TlB1 A< 2 — A, a-j_ I
are Riesz operators by Theorem 1.2.8, and it is easily seen that
SpB a^\ fo/ = SpA &1\ I of = Sp T/b \fo}
SPB a2X(°l = 3PA a2V^0^ = 3P a2T^BN^'
By Corollary 2,2,5 and Theorem 1.2.13, Sp ^TjB^/oj = Sp ^t|b\^A(, .. ^ o).
and. hence Sp^ a^ f o| = SpA a x [A, ,..., , o|» Similarily
SpA a2\ fOj - fA„ ..., /1„J»
Thus, if T is a Riesz operator, we may split up a very much
a a
as we can split up a Riesz operator T in B(X), In what we have shown
so far it appears that the idempotents e\ depend oh the subalgebra B
containing a which is involved in their construction. We now prove
that e^ is independent of B and lies in A(a), the smallest closed
subalgebra of A containing a. A(a) is the closure of the set of
polynomials in a without constant term.
THEOREM 2,5. e^ 0 Sp a\^C|) is independent of B and lies in A(a).
Proof. Take \ <£" 3p a x /of, and construct idempotents relative
to B and f^ relative to A(a). Since e^ commutes with a, e^ commutes
with f^ . Now A (? Sp(a - afj ) but
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/ r \i V ">
(a - afx - >l) (e^ - e^) = £(a - \l) (l - f< ) + (-1) (e^ - e^)
= 0.
Hence e, = e^f^ and similarfly we can prove f^ = . Thus = f^ .
In fact we have proved rather more. Suppose ej is an idempotent
commuting with a such that for some integer V {& - \ l) e ^ = 0 and
A^Sp(a - ae^ ). 'Then the proof of the last theorem shows that e^ is
identical to the idempotent f in A(a), Thus we have the following
theorem.
THEOREM 2.6, for each A £ 3p a. \ {o] there exists a unique
idempotent e^ commuting with a. such that \ t~j Sp(a - ae^) and such
that, for some integer A , (a -A l) e^ = 0. eA lies in A(a).
In the particular case when we take A to he the algebra B(X) and
a to be a Riesz operator T, then the unique idempotent is the projection
v
onto Null(T - A I) .
We now proceed to construct a minimal idempotent from the
idempotents already constructed,
LEMMA 2.7, If T is a Rj,esz operator on A and v/ (a) > 0, A contains
ct cl
an idempotent e such that eAe is finite-dimensional.
Proof, If A £ Sp a\foj, take e to be the idempotent e. , Since
v
(a - Al) e =0, there exists c in A such that e = ac = ca. Hence
T = T T = T T and thus, by Theorem 1.2.8, T is a Riesz
eeaaccccaa ' e e
operator. Since eAe is a closed subspace of A on which ^T^ is the
identity operator, it follows that eAe is finite-dimensional by
Theorem 1.2.9.
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We now need a theorem by Kaplansky, (9) Theorem 3»1» This result
is for a general ring, but the proof clearly goes through for a Banach
algebra, where a primitive ideal is the kernel of a strictly
irreducible representation on a Banach space, rather than on a module.
We do not use the full force of the theorem here but we shall need it
in a later chapter.
LEMMA 2.8, Let i be a Banach algebra and let B be of the form eAe
where e is an idempotent in A, Then there exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the primitive ideals of B and those primitive
ideals of A not containing B. The mapping is implemented by P—»P/-iB,
P primitive in A, and it is a homeomorphism in the topologies of the
structure spaces of A and B.
THEOREM 2.9# Let A be a semi-simple Banach algebra which contains
an element a for which T is a Riesz operator and V(a)> 0, Then8/ ct
A contains minimal idempotents.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 A has a non-zero idempotent e such that eAe
is finite-dimensional. Thus eAe contains minimal one-sided ideals,
and by Lemma 2.8 eAe is semi-simple. Hence, by Lemma 2.1.5 (l2),
eAe contains a minimal idempotent, ege say. Since
(ege)A(ege) = (ege)(eAe)(ege) = ([ ege
it follows that ege is a minimal idempotent of A.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let A be a semi-simple Banach algebra which contains
a non-zero element a such that T is a compact operator. Then
cl 8.
A contains minimal idempotents.
Proof. Since A is semi-simple there exists an element b in A such
that W (ba) >• 0, Putting c = ba we have T compact since
c c *
= v-*- T , and the result follows from Theorem 2.9.c c b a a b >
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»/e may observe that, by the construction of the minimal idempotent
in Theorem 2.9, the minimal idempotent lies in both the right and the
left ideals generated by a.
In the next section we study the socle of Aj in particular the
relationship between finite rank operators on A and the socle of A.
3. The Socle.
We need the following lemmas, The first is well-known.
LjMMA 3.1. If A is a semi-simple Banach algebra with a. minimal
idempotent e then AeA is a minimal two-sided ideal of A.
Proof, In (l2) Lemma 2.8.8 Rickart proves that is a minimal
closed two-sided ideal, and the same proof shows that AeA is a
minimal two-sided ideal of A.
LEMMA 3.2. If A is a semi-simple Banach algebra with minimal
idempotents e and f, then e'T^ has finite rank.
Proof. By the previous lemma AeA and AfA are minimal two-sided
ideals of A. Hence either AeA^ AfA = (0) or AeA = AfA, In the
first case, since eAf AeA^AfA, it follows that T = 0. In the
r, e 1
second case we may write f = / a.eb. , for some , b_,,..,b
1 x 1' ' n' 1' ' n
x ' *
in A, Then eAf 5: eAa.eb. cr J" Ceb.. Hence T has finite rank.
7- 11—^- x ef
NOTE, In fact either T = 0 or T has ranlc one. Probabl«ye i e f J
the easiest way to see this is to observe that AeA is a primitive
algebra, and hence has a faithful strictly irreducible representation
on some Banach space X. The images of e and f will be rank one
operators — see the discussion in (l2) Chapter II ^ l+, It is then
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easy to see that there exist a and h in A such that f = aeb
We now give one of the main theorems of this section*
THEOREM 3*3* Let A be a semi-simple Banach algebra with a socle.
Then T has finite rank if a and c lie in the socle of A.
a c
^ —
Proof* We may write a = / a.e., c = /_ o.e. , where e-,,...,eJ Y11 f11 I n
are minimal idempotents in A, Then
and hence T has finite rank by Lemma 3*2.
a c J
COROLLARY 3*4* If A is a semi-simple Banach algebra with a dense
socle then ^T^ is compact for all a and c in A*
Proof. Given £ y 0, chose a' and c1 in the socle of A such that
//a - a'II ^ S , and jjc - c'/l $ £ . Then since
flabc - a'bc[Jj ^ fab(c - c')| + //(a - a')bcf! <: £ (/la// + //c// +f )^b//,
we have
Since ^(T , has finite rank it follows that 'T is compact,a c a o
COROLLARY 3*5* A semi-simple Banach algebra A has a socle if and
only if, for some non-zero element a in A, T is a compact
a a
operator on A.
Proof. Immediate from 'Theorem 3*3 and Corollary 2*10.
We now have a corollary to Theorem 3*3*
THEOREM 3*^» If <4 is a semi-simple Banach algebra containing a
non-zero element a such that T has finite rank, then the socle
a a
of A exists and contains a.
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Proof. Since A is semi-simple Aa f (o). Let L be a non-zero left
2 j
ideal of A contained in Aa. Then L f (o) since A is semi-simple,
and thus there exist elements ha and ca in L with haca / 0. Then
aca j- 0 and aca£LAaAa. Hence aAa is a non-zero finite-dimensional
subspace of A having non-zero intersection with all non-zero left
ideals of A contained in Aa.
Then there exists a non-zero subspace X^ of aAa together with
a left ideal L of A, where L^cr Aa and L^/i aAa = X^, such that
for any left ideal L of A with L ^ Aa either L r>X^ = (o) or X^»
Let L^ be the intersection of all left ideals of A with L cr Aa and
Ln aAa = X^. Then L? is a minimal left ideal of A, and so L^ = Ae
for some minimal idempotent e of A. Choose a2''**»am a ^as^s
of X1, and extend it to a basis of aAa, say a^,...,an. Note that
A
a = a e (l<r<m). If bsA we may write aba = 2 k a an&
yrr
aeba = 2 fi a . Then
, I r r
(a - ae)b(a - ae) = aba - abae - aeba + aebae
* -i
= A (a -ae)-//M(a -ae)
r r r V ' r r r
A
= 7 (.^ - /* )(a - ae).r ' r r r
m
Hence the rank of / \T/ \ is strictly less than the rank of(,a-aeJ ^a-ae; J
» Applying this process to (a - ae) in place of a, we see that,
after a finite number of repetitions of this procesSjWe obtain a.n
element a1 in the socle of A such that t ,\T/ ,\ = 0, Since Al.a-a ) (.a-a )
is semi-simple it follows that a = a', and thus a lies in the socle
of A.
We observe that, if A is semi-simple with elements a and c such
that T is a non-zero finite rank operator, there exists b in A
ci C
such that abc f 0 and . T has finite rank, Thus the socle of/ abc abc
A exists but need not contain a and c. For example, let X be an
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infinite dimensional Banach space, and let A = B(X) © B(X) © B(X)
where //(T^T^T^)// = SUP /j^//). The socle of A consists
of all elements (T_^,T,_,,T^) where T^, T^, T^ are finite rank
operators. Take a = (R,I,0) and c = (3,0,I), where R and 3 have
finite rank. Then T has finite rank "but a and c do not lie in
a c
the socle of A, However, we do have the following result when we
restrict ourselves to the primitive case.
THEOREM 3*7. If A is a primitive Banach algebra containing non-zero
elements a and c such that T has finite rank, then the socle of
a c
A exists and contains a and c,
Proof. Since A is primitive and a 4 0, c f 0, then 'T 4 0, Let' 8/ C
L be a non-zero left ideal of A such that L<c Ac, Then aL 4 (o),
since A is primitive, and hence aAcn L 4 (o). Thus aAc is a non-zero
finite-dimensional subspace of A having non-zero intersection with
all non-zero left ideals contained in +>-c.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.° we can proceed to find a minimal
idempotent e such that Ae/j aAc 4 (o). Choose a^,»..,a^ to be a
basis of AeaAc and extend it to form a basis of aAc, say a ,,,.,a .
o -1- n
Then a e = a (l<r$Q). If b£"A we may write abc = 4E \ a37 37 | 37 27
Then
r> n
ab(c -ce) = /A(a - a e) = / ^ (a - ae).^-rr r X- r r r
'
Thus the rank of T/ \ is strictly less than the rank of T ,
a \c-oe) J a c
Applying this process to (c - ce) in place of c, we see that,
after a finite number of repetitions of this process, we obtain an
element c' in the socle of A such that T/ ,x = 0. Since A is
a ^ c- c )
primitive it follows that c = c'.
By considering right ideals of A contained in aA we can
similarily show that a lies in the socle of A,
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COROLLARY 3.8. If T^ and T^ are non-zero operators in B(X), then
1T2 has finite rank if and only if and have finite rank.
Ve may compare this result with those characterising compact
and Riesz operators — see Theorems 1,3»3> 1.3-4-, 1»3*5»
In J 2 v;e showed how, in a semi-simple Banach algebra A, the
existence of a non-zero idempotent e for which T has finite rank^
e e
implied the existence of a socle in A, Y/e may now illustrate more
fully the connection between the idempotent e and the minimal
idempotents of A,
THEOREM 3,9, Let A be a semi-simple Banach algebra having a
non-zero idempotent e for which T has finite rank. Then therex
e e
exist minimal idempotents e^,...,en such that ej_ej ~ ® (i / j)
and e = / e..
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3»& we obtain a minimal idempotent
f^ such that f^£ Ae and the rank of (e f f ) is strictly
less than the rank of T . Take e., = efn . Then ee_, = e., = e, e
e e 11 111
2 2
since f^f Ae. Also = ef^ef^ = ef^ = ef^ = e^, and for b in A
elkel = ^qbef^ = ^ ei\ = ^ ep ^or some ^6 C ♦ Hence e^ is a minimal
idempotent which commutes with e. Also e - e^ is an idempotent
and / \T/ \ has rank strictly less than that of T , since
(e-e/U-ep = eT((e-f/C e -tjj T .e
Nov; construct e^ in relation to e - e^ as e^ was constructed
in relation to e, assuming that e ^ e^, Then e^ is a minimal
idempotent and (e - e^)= e2 = e2(e - e^) and hence
ele2 = e2el = Continuing in this way we obtain a sequence
of minimal idempotents such that ej_ej ~ ® (i / j) an(I such that,
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f\ n
if f = e - y e, , then _T = 0. Hence f = 0 and e = e..
I i ±1 i a
COROLLARY 3 >10, If A is a semi-simple Banach algebra with an
element a such that I is a Riesz operator, then for each in
cl 9»
3p a\ f0) the associated idempotent e\ lies in the socle of A,
4. Riesz elements.
We assume throughout this section that A is semi-simple.
DEFINITION 4.1. An element a of A is called a Riesz element if,
for each /\ in Sp a\fo], there exists an idempotent f^ in the socle
of A that commutes with a and is such that A d Sp(a - af* ).
/ A
Note that if V(a) =0 then a is a Riesz element,
THEOREM 4.2. If a is a Riesz element of A and A C Sp a ^fo], then
there exists an idempotent in the socle of A which commutes with a
and is such that /A d Sp(a - ae |) and (a-Al) e^ = 0 for some
integer V .
Proof. By definition there exists an idempotent f^ in the socle of
A such that aft = ft a and \<?j Sp(a - af^ ). Then af^ is in the
socle of A and hence, by Theorem 3«3> ^ T has finite rank.
a±A alA
Then^by Lemma 2.2^nd Theorem 2,5, there exists an idempotent e^ in
the socle of A and in A(ai^ ) such that \ gj Sp(af^ - af^ ) and for some V
(af^ - A l) =0. Now ae^ = e^a and e^f^ = because
ejCiCafp. Since (afy - Al) e^ =0, it follows that = eA»
v/ /
Thus (a-Al)6^1^^. It remains to prove that \dr Sp(a — ae^).
Since A Sp(afj - ae^ ) and VsP(a - af^), there exist elements
b and c in A such that
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A b(af^ - ae^) = A (af^ - ae, )b = A (aft - ae^ ) + b (i)
A c(a - afj ) = A (a - af^)c = A (a - af^ ) + c, (ii)




f, b = bf^ = b, e^b = be^ =0, f^c = cf^ =0, e^c = ce^ = 0.
n -• -•
A b(a - ae^) = A (a - ae^ )b = A (af^ - ae^ ) + b
-»
*'
A c(a - ae) = A (a - ae^)c = A (a - af^ ) + c,
On adding we have
A (b + c)(a - ae^) = A (a - ae^)(b + c) = A (a - aev^) + (b + c)»
Thus ) (?j Sp(a - aej^) and our proof is complete.
COROLLARY 4-.3« ^n operator T in B(X) is a Riesz operator if and
only if, for each A in Sp T\foJ, there exists a projection Pj of
finite rank which commutes with T and is such that A d Sp T - TP. .
/ *
Proof. This is immediate from Theorems A.2 and 1.2,14-.
COROLLARY 4-.4-. An operator T in B(X) is a Riesz operator if and
only if, for each A in Sp T \fol, there exists a closed subspace R^
with a finite-dimensional subspace such that X = ® R^, and R^
are invariant under T, and T - Ai|r^ is a homeomorphism.
Proof. If T is a Riesz operator the result is clear. Conversely,
there will exist an associated projection onto and P^ will lie
in B(X) since R^ and are closed. Then T - Al|R^ being a homeo¬
morphism will imply A </ Sp T - TP . The result then follows from
A
Corollary 4-»3»
NOTE. T is a Riesz operator on X if and only if T is a Riesz element
of B(X).
3k -
LEMMA k>5* ^et a "be a Riesz element of A, and let fe^} (A £" a^(of)
be the set of idempotents produced in the last theorem. Then
(i) = 0 0* j£f)
(ii) 3p (a - aej ) \foJ = Sp a ^ \,,0}»
i 4
Proof. If A 3p a \ [o] and A j^/14 then the complex polynomials
(t -Al) and (t -/Ml) are relatively prime, and hence there exist
polynomials p(t) and q(t) such that
p(t) (t - Al) + q(t) (t -pi) s= 1. .
Hence
. Ki ^
p(a) (a - Al) e^e^, + q(a) (a - pi) = eje .
Since e, commutes with a it follows that e■ q = 0.
* n '
(ii) Denote / ei by v. Then by (i) v is an idemnotent.
T *■
If /I Sp a and A ^ 0, there exists c in A such that
A ac = A a + c.
'Then A (a - av)(o - xro) = A (l - v)ac = A (a - av) + (c - vc)» 'Thus
A (a - av) has a right quasi-inverse, and similarily it has a left
quasi-inverse. Thus A sP ( a - av).
Since A ^ (a ae. ) there exists c in A such that
(a - ae^ )c = \ (a - ae^ ) + c.
Now (a - ae. )(l - e^ ) = a - av by (i), and thus, if
__ 1 Jdi 1
d = (l - 2~ e^ )c
A (a - av)d = A^ (a - av) + d.
Thus as before we have A d Sp (a - av) (l*i«n).
<■ /
If A € Sp a\fA ,...,Aa ,o| then, for some integer V ,
(a - A 1) e, =0. But by (i)
✓ U i/
(a - av -Al) = (a - Al) (l - v)e^ + (-A) ve^ = 0,
and hence At ^P (a ** av).
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LEMMA. I+-6. If a is a Riesz element of A, then Sp a is countable,
with 0 as the only possible accumulation point.
Proof. fake A € Sp a\/0(. Then Ay Sp (a - ae^ ) and hence
there exists a neighbourhood. U of A such that, if f* £ U, then
yW^Sp (a - ae^ ), If /*£" , then for some c in A
(a - ae^ -^l)(c + l) = -yPl.
Multiplying on the left by we have e^c =0, and thus
(a -ik1)(c + l) = -yul + ae^ ,
Since ^ £ A there exists a complex polynomial p(t) such that
p(t) ( t - *)v+ -/if =.-±-- (t - /_! + (A - m.)v(A y)(t - A ; + (A -/O (>-/') t - f
Then we have
/ V \ v
(a - yMl)(p (a) e^ + c + l) = (-l/(A -/») j ( a(a - /\l) e^ ) - ae^ -/>! + ae^ —f1,
Thus a -^1 has a right inverse and similarily has a left inverse.
Hence ^ Sp a and. so A is an isolated point of Sp a. Since Sp a
is compact, it follows that Sp a is countable, with 0 as the only
possible accumulation point.
We now give the main result of this section.
THEOREM A,7, If A is semi-simple with Riesz elements a and c, then
T is a Riesz operator on A,
a c *
Proof. By Lemmas A.5 and A.6 we have that, given <f 0, there exist
idempotents e.,..,,e, and f in the socle of A whichV A* h V*
commute with a and c respectively, and for which V(a - jT ae^ )< £* and
V(c - of ) < f , J?or b in A we have
A*i
abc = (a - > ae, )bc + (/f ae. )b(c - S cf ) + / A ao.bcf .
\ A — t*i <-
Since a commutes with a - ae. , v( ae^, ) < l/(a) + P , and by\ «
Theorem 3«3
iQ /cp Has finite rank. Thus, again by commutativity,a\ cr,
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T is the sum of a finite rank ojjerator and. an operator whose
a o
spectral radius is less than (V(a) + V(c) + i )( . Hence by the
Huston characterisation T is a Riesz operator.
Si g
COROLLARY 4.8, If A is semi-simple, a is a Riesz element of A if
and only if T is a Riesz operator on A.
Proof, If ^(a) = 0 then V'( T ) = Ca) = 0 and the result is
Qj 3.
trivial. If V'(a) \ 0 and T is a Riesz operator, then by
3. 3.
Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 3*10 a is a Riesz element. The converse
follows immediately from the previous theorem.
To obtain a full generalisation of the concept of Riesz operators
to a general Banach algebra A we should like to be able to show that,
if A is primitive and V (a) > 0 and V(c) > 0, T a Riesz operator
Si C
implies that both a and c are Riesz elements. A major difficulty
seems to be the fact that VI T ! does not appear to be necessarily
v3» C /
equal to V(a) V'(c).
5. The Spectral Properties of the Operator
Ve start with a fairly general theorem.
THEOREM 5,1, If 1 is a non-zero eigen value of T such that°
a c
Null( T I) is finite-dimensional, then there exists /u Sp c\foj
3, C i
and a non-zero element d of A such that k/p £" Sp a and ad =
and dc = ju d.
Proof. Take a non-zero element b in Null( T -Al), Then
Si c
bcn<£7 Null( T - Al) for all positive integers n. Thus, since
3. C
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Null( T -)l) is finite-dimensional, there exists a polynomial q
a c
*»
such that "b.q(c) =0. Now "be11 ^ 0, since a^c11 = and hence
we may write
ben/ I (c -ptl) = 0
i '
for some non-zero factors , Hence there exists a polynomial p
and f* in 3p c\fo} such that, if d = b.p(c), d 7= 0 and dc =^d.
But d<fNull( T - A I) and hence ad = j^xadc = X»d#Si C ' '
G0R0LLARY 5.2, If 1 is a Riesz operator and ] is a non-zero
a c A
eigen value of a^c> there exists Sp c \{of such that Sp [oj.
It is natural to ask whether we can obtain a converse to this
corollary i.e. if Tq is a Riesz operator and Sp c\(0/ and
^ £ Sp ax (0|, is Sp T ? It is clear from the following example
' cl C
that we must restrict ourselves to the primitive case.
EXAMPLE 5.3. Take A to be B(X) ® B(X) e B(X) for some Banach space
X, Let a = (x ®t y,0,Al), c = (x h y,^I,0) where (x,y) = 1. If
b = (R,3,T), then a^0("b) = [(^x>y) x H y»0»oJ* Thus aTo has finite
rank and so is a Riesz operator, 1 is clearly the only non-zero
eigen value but \ £" Sp a and Sp c, Indeed, these are eigen
values in the sense that there exist non-zero elements a* and c' such
that aa1 = /I a' and c1 c = c1.
If A is primitive and J and ^ are eigen values of a and c
respectively in the above sense, then is an eigen value of a^0»
For suppose that a' and c* are non-zero elements of A such that
aa' = ja' and e'e =^c'. Since A is primitive we may find b in A
such that a'be' ^ 0. Then ^T^a'bc') -\r a'bc'. It is not clear,
however, whether T being a Riesz operator will imply that each
cl C
element in the spectra of a and c is an eigen value in the above sense.
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Theorem 5»1 allows us to demonstrate the existence of minimal
idempotents under the assumption that ^T^ is a Riesz operator- for
some elements a and c, Previously we have assumed that T was a
CX Of
Riesz operator for some element a -— see 'Theorem 2,9.
THEOREM 5»4» If A is semi-simple and T is a Riesz operator
cl Cr-
with non-zero spectral radius, then A contains minimal idempotents.
Proof. If A £ Sp ^T xfol, then, by Theorem 5»1» there exists V3- O /
in Sp c\ [of and a non-zero element d in A such that
ad = d, dc = ^d.
Now T restricted to dAd is /^I, where I-ig^the identity operator,a. c
and is a Riesz operator by Theorem 1.2,11. Hence dAd is finite-
dimensional, and thus so is dAd, Then, by Theorem 3.6, the socle
of A exists and contains d*
If T^ is a compact operator we may reduce our conditions a
little.
THEOREM 5,5, If A is semi-simple and T is a non-zero compactSi O
operator, then A contains minimal idempotents,
Proof. Since T » 0, there exists b in A such that abo / 0,
a c / '
Putting d = abc we have ^T^ is compact, since ^T^ =
Hence by Corollary 2.10. A contains minimal idempotents,
v/e are unable to obtain any further information about the spectrum
of T only on the assumption that T is a Riesz operator. Thus
a c J 1 a. c r
we now assume that A is semi-simple and that a and c are Riesz
elements of A. By Theorem A.7 T is a Riesz operator.
cl C
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THEOREM 5,6. \ <r 3p T \fo] if and only if there exists in£1 C
Sp o^foj such that Vj/ 6 Sp a\ foj, and Null(aT - Al)y\Null(Tc-^l)
is not (o).
Proof. Theorem 5»1 gives the implication in one direction. Conversely,
if* ^/f1£ and /* € Sp cvtO|, suppose that d lies in
Null( T -A.I) and in Null(T ~ p-I.). Then T (d) = ^ ahc.
a "f c ' a c
COROLLARY 5»7» If A is primitive and a and c are Riesz elements,
then \ € Sp if and only if there exists j* in Sp 0^(0)
such that \L £ Sp a v f0] .
Proof. If Sp jo] eind p <f Sp c^fo), then Null(aT -3 i)
and Null(To -^i) are non-zero right and left ideals respectively,
and they have non-zero intersection since A is primitive,
Tor \ £ Sp T^foJ, let A = ® R^ be the corresponding
decomposition of A under the Riesz operator a^c> an<3- let ^ be
the projection onto . Let ,.. * ,yM„j = ^ ^P ° ^(0}} fa £ Sp a/.
Let \ - X/f, (Ifi <n). Let e^ be the idempotent associated
with a and At, and let f^ be the idempotent associated with c and
juL see Theorem 2.6. We now determine . Our proofs go through
very much as in ^ A, Chapter I.
LEMMA 5»8» (i) IT and bf. = 0 (lji<n) then b = 0,
^
<C
(ii) If b £ , then b = bf^, and b = Z e^b.
Proof, (i) Let d = c - ^ f^c. 'Then Sp d\fo? = Sp o \ oj,
by Lemma A.5- T^ is a Riesz operator since c commutes with t , and
\j
\ ^ ^P by Corollary 5.-2. But ^ i) b = 0 since bf^ = 0,
and thus b = 0.
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(ii) If b£& , -then b - bf is contained in N. since
A A
each f commutes with c. Since (b - 2. bf, ) f.„ =0 (l rjsm),
f\ ri i '
it follows from (i) that b = A bf .
*- ri
Similarily b = ^ b.
THEOREM 5.9. P = J~ T ." ^ fr*
Proof. Suppose b £ N, . Then b = ^ bf^ . We first prove that
bf„ = e. bf . Let d = cf . Since c and f commute T is a
/•. \ ^ f, f\ a a
Riesz operator, and by Theorem 2.4 Sp &\{oJ = . Now
Thus, applying Lemma 5»8 "to the operator T , we haveSi &
=V
Hence, if bfN , b = > e.bf. ,A' L. At /*t
To prove the converse we choose some fixed jut^ , call it /n , and
prove that all elements of the form e^bf lie in , where f>•
Let e Af = V. Since e. and f. lie in the socle of A, V is finite-
p r P f
dimensional by Theorem 3«3» T maps V into itself since a commutes
3. C
with qp and c commutes with f^. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem
1.4.2 we prove that /I is the only non-zero eigen value of T Iv,ct C
using the fact that if be NyS)V ) then b = e , bf , and b = e bf ,' '
/ Vpl^"
where £ Sp c^{oj and \„»,j^/£ Sp a \ [Of, Hence by
orthogonality b = 0. In addition, 0 is not an eigen value of _ T Vcl C
v
since, if ae^bf^c = 0, then e^biyc = 0 because (a -y^lje^bf^c = 0,
But e^bf^Cc -^l) =0, and hence = Ihus /\ is the only
eigen value of T IV, and hence for some integer V we have
SL C
^
( T -yJl) V = (0).
a c
Hence b£"N. if and only if b = ^ e, bf . If b£R>, let^ j* i A
b = ( T - jlfd. Then J" e.bf = ( T - \l)"(jf e. df ) = 0 asa c \ /"< ft o \t




In previous chapters we have considered Riesz operators on a
Banach space and Riesz elements of a general Banach algebra. Re
now show how, in a primitive Banach algebra, we may represent a
Riesz element by a Riesz operator, and obtain a sort of converse.
We also show ho?/ the spectral properties of a Riesz element are
closely related to those of its image under the representation.
We start, however, by describing the concept of a dual
representation which was introduced by Bonsall and Duncan in (4) »
2. Dual representations.
We start with the definition of a pair of Banach spaces in normed
duality—see (l2) Definition 2.4.8.
DEFINITION 2.1. Two (real or complex) Banach spaces X and Y are
said to be in normed duality provided there exists a function defined
on X x Y to the field of scalars, whose value at the pair x, y is
denoted by (x,y), which satisfies the following conditions
(i) (x,y) = 0 for every y implies x = 0
(x,y) = 0 for every x implies y = 0
(ii) (x,y) is linear in x for fixed y and in y for fixed x
(iii) there exists a positive constant fZ such that
|(x,y)//fx jl (|y/i, x<rX, ye Y.
We need the following definition from (12)^Definition 2.4.10,
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DEFINITION 2.2, Given Banaoh spaces X, Y in normed duality with
respect to ( , ), the operators T in B(x) and S in B(Y) are said to
he adjoint with respect to ( , ) if
(Tx,y) = (x,3y) (x£X, y£l).
There exists at most one such S for a given T hy condition (i)
and we denote this unique S (if it exists) hy T*, and call it the
adjoint of T, Similarly we denote the unique adjoint of 3 (if it
exists) hy S*» It is clear that if T , T^£:B(X) and have adjoints
on Y with respect to ( , ), then so do T^ + T^, A T_^, an<^"
(T + T2)* = T * + T2*, (A^)* = A T_*, (T^)* = T2*T *„ If T has
an adjoint T~, then T* has an adjoint (T*)* and (T*)* = T.
Denote hy B(X,Y, ( , )) the algehra of all operators in B(X)
with an adjoint in B(y). The following result is in (if), Reposition 7*
THEOREM 2,3. , )) is a Banach algehra under the norm
W = max ($tH, IIt4).
Proof. V?e only have to show that the norm is complete. If (} is
a Cauchy sequence in B(X,Y,( , )) there exists T in B(X) and S in B(Y)
such that IIT — T//—>0 and //T * - sH—> 0. Since" n n
(Tx,y) = lim (T^y) = lim (x,T^*y) = (x,Sy) (x£X, ycY),
it follows that S = T*. Then (I T - t|—* 0.
For xe-I, ycY, denote hy x s y the hounded linear operator on X
given hy x a y (u) = (u,y) x (ugX), ¥e denote hy F(X,Y,( , ))
the suhalgehra of all finite rank operators in B(X,Y,( , )). In (l2)
page 6if it is shown that Tg:P(X,Y, ( , )) if ana only if there exist
x-.,..,,x in X and y-,,...,y in Y such that T - 7 x. h v. .1 n Jl' 'Jn 1 •'i
We now define a dual representation — see (if).
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DEFINITION 2,1+-, A dual representation of a Banach algebra A on
(X,Y,( , )) is a mapping a—^ 3 of A into B(X,Y, ( , )) such that
cl
a—is a representation of A on X.
cl
It is easily seen that in this case a ^.S * an anti-
cl
representation of A on Y whose kernel is also the kernel of the
representation a—,
Si
A dual representation is said to be dually strictly irreducible
if a—and a-—5>S * are both strictly irreducible.
Si Si
We shall use dual representations in connection with a primitive
Banach algebra having minimal one-sided ideals. The existence of
such representations is shown by Rickart in (l2) Chapter II,
and we start the next section by stating, and sketching the proof of,
his main result,
3, Representation Theory.
We take A to be a primitive Banach algebra with minimal idempotents.
The existence of minimal idempotents is ensured if, for some elements
a and c of A, T is a Riesz operator with non-zero spectral radiuss, c
see Theorem 3»5»A.
THEOREM 3.1. There exist Banach spaces X and Y in normed duality
and a norm-decreasing isomorphism a—>S of A into B(X,Y, ( , ))
Si
such that the socle of A is mapped onto F(X,Y, ( , )).
Proof. Lot e be a minimal idempotent in A. We construct Banach
spaces X and Y in the usual way. We take X = Ae, Y = eA with the
norm induced by A. Since eAe = tfio, we may define a bilinear form
(x,y) by (x,y) e = yx (xgX, ycY). Then it is easily seen that
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X and Y are in normed duality. For a in A we define the operator
S C B(X) by x = ax (x£X)» Since (S x,y)e = yax, S * exists
a a a a
and S *y = ya (y£Y), Since S (X) = aAe and A is primitive, it
3, 9,
follows that S =0 implies a = 0. In addition, jj S [j ^|(a|/ and
9. 9.
JjS *| ^ Ifaft, and thus a—* 3 is a norm-decreasing isomorphism
of A into B(X,Y,( , )). If x € X, y^Y, then S = x s y and xy lies
xy
in the socle of A. Conversely, if a lies in the socle of A, then
S (X) = aAe is finite-dimensional by Theorem 3»3»3* and thus S has
a a
finite rank. Hence the socle of A maps onto F(X,Y,( , )),
J H, tL jlrv-/) f] Tk-trl*-. •?, j ,
(i) If a and c are non-zero elements of A such that
T is compact, then S and 3 * are compact,
a c " a c
(ii) If a and c are elements of A such that T is a
a c
Riesz operator with non-zero spectral radius, then and S * are
9, 0
Riesz operators.
Proof, (i) Since c j/ 0 there exist elements x in X and y in Y such
that (S x,y) = 1. Hence (e be y)S (x a e) = e h e, and thus, since
c c
the image of the socle of A is f(X,Y,( , )), it follows that there
exist elements b and d in A such that e = bed. Then T is compact
a e r
since T = T
a e d
/ T \T , Now T |Ae = S , a.nd hence 3 is compact.
(a cl b a el a a r
Similarily we prove S * compact,
(ii) In the proof of Theorem 3-5-1 we showed that,if \ Sp T \ jf Of,9, C i
there exists ^ in Sp c a,nd a non-zero element d of A such that
ad = ty/A d, dc = p d.
It followed that dAd is finite-dimensional and thus, by the construction
used in Theorem 3-3-6, there exists a minimal idempotent f in Ad.
Then fc =/*f, and thus T maps Af into Af and T /Af = f* T„/Af.' 3« C 9, C' / £1 i. I
Thus |at is a Riesz operator and we now proceed to relate it to
S . If 3 = x, m y_, then (xn ,y ) =1 and we may map Af8. I J. _L X J.
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isomorphically onto X by b—> %Xl' Since H ^11 I b//, this is a
homeomorphism by the closed graph theorem. In the corresponding
homeomorphism between B(Af) and B(X) Af corresponds to S^» Thus
S is a Riesz operator, and similarAly we may prove that 3 * is a
B. C
Riesz operator.
NOTE, The hypotheses in Theorem 3*2 will imply the existence of
minimal idempotents in A, and thus ting representation of A will exist.
If ^T^ is a Riesz operator we can relate the decomposition
of a with the decomposition of S^. Let ^ e^ ; \ £ Sp a\£o)| be the
idempotents associated with a.
THEOREM 3,3. If T is a Riesz operator, then S is a Riesz operatorcl ci cL
and Sp a\<foj = Sp S^\ (oj. If \ £ Sp a v/of and P^ is the
decomposition projection on X associated with S , then S = P. »
ci G ^ A
Proof. We observe that V (S )< /(a), Hence if v(a) =0, S is
Si cL
quasi-nilpotent and hence a Riesz operator. If v' (a) > 0 then
V(aTa) = ( v(a))> 0, and thus by Theorem 3«2 3^ is a Riesz operator.
Clearly Sp axfojo Sp 3 \foJ. If A € Sp a\foj, then
✓ V
(a -/il) ei = 0 and so (S - Al) 3 =0, Hence A £~ Sp S \fo,'* a e^ a
since S / 0, Thus Sp a^fo f = Sr> S ^ £ 0]»r '
a
If A C Sp a\£oJ, A 4 Sp (a - ae^), and hence^if
(S - S.S - A I) x = 0, then x = 0. Nov/
a a e> j
(1 -s^) + (-A)"s,r
Hence, if x^Null(S - Al) , (i - S )x^Null(S - S .S - Al)*
a a a e ^
and so 3 x = x. If x £ Range (S -A1) > then S x= 0 since
e \ a e 1
/ ^ ^
(a - Al) e^ = 0 = e^(a - j l) . Thus = S^ .
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NOTE, As before, possible confusion over the index V does not
arise since we may choose v' to be greater than the index of A for
a and the index of \ for S ,
a
We now give a type of converse to Theorem 3.2.
THEOREM Let A be a primitive Banach algebra having a
continuous isomorphism a—>S into B(X,Y,( , )) such that the
a
image of A contains E(X,Y,( , )), Then
(i) if S (S *) is a compact operator there exists a non-zero
a a i
element c such that T ( T ) is a compact operator,
a c c a
(ii) if 3 (S *) is a Riesz operator there exists an element
a a
c such that T ( T ) is a Riesz operator with V( T ) = V'(S )
acca ac a
( T ) = V(S *)] ,
c a a
Proof. It is clear from the fact that the image of A contains
E(X,Y,( , )) that A contains minimal idempotents. Let c be a minimal
idempotent. Then S is of the form x s y, where (x,y) = 1, and thusc
Ac is homeomorphic to X while cA is homeomorphic to Y —» see (l2)
2.
Lemma 2.4.13. Since T (be) = abc = abc, it follows that, in the
a c
homeomorphism between B(Ac) and B(X), T (Ac corresponds to S .act a
(i) If S& is compact on X then ^T^jAc is compact on Ac, But
T = ( T IAc) o T and thus T is compact,
ac acl c' ao r
Similarity, if S * is compact, then T is compact,
a c a
(ii) In the same way, if S is a Riesz operator, T Ac is a
a a c i
Riesz operator. We now prove that Sp ^T^x foj = Sp ( Tj Ac)^ (oj.
Suppose Sp (^T^ |Ac), A A 0, and let 3 be the inverse of ^T^Ac -/\l
Extend S to the whole of A by defining S(b - be) = - (b - be).
Then S is linear on A and it is easily seen that S is bounded on A.
S( T -/jl)b = S(abc) -y|s(b) = S(abc) -/\s(bc) + b - be = be + b - bea c
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SimilarAly ( -/\l)S = I, and thus A Sp T „ If A £ Sp T /Ac ^ £0J,
3, G # a G Si C
then .for some non-zero element b in Ac , T b = A b. Thusi > a c
Sp T \ fo} = Sp ( T |Ac)\/o| = Sp S \ [of, and in particularSi C a G ' Si
V( T ) = V(s ).
a G Si
We nov7 prove that T is a Riesz operator. If a£ Sp T \ fo)
£L c a, c
then Ac Sp ( T IAc) V {oj „ If ( T - Al) b = 0 then clearly b£Ac,
a G' a c
1/ v
and hence Null ( T - Al) = Null ( T [Ac — Al) . Also
a c a ci
( T -Al)(b - be) = - A(b - be), and thus
a c ^
\/ V
Range ( T — AI) = A(l - c) ® Range ( T I Ac - Al) .
a c a o
^ if
If b £ Range ( T - Al) and b = b + b where heRange ( T IAc - Al)
a o j_ j. a c *
and b^C A(l - c), then b^ = be and b^ = b(l - c), Thus it is
. . ./
clear that Range (. T -A I) is closed, and hence T is a Riesz
a c a c
operator.
Similarily, if S * is a Riesz operator, Is a Riesz operator.
NOTE. The condition in (ii) that V ( T ) = v'(s) prevents thea c a
result from being trivial, for otherwise we could take any c in A for
which y(c) = 0 and then ]/ ( T ) = 0, since / ( T ) ^ l/(a) K(c) = 0.
a c a c
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V COMPACT BANACH ALGEBRAS
1. Introduction.
There are two different approaches to the study of Pd.esz or
compact operators. One may study a single operator or one may study
the class of all Riess, or compact, operators on a Banach space. In
the same two ways one may study a general Banach algebra, and so far
we have essentially adopted the first approach. We now choose the
second. Since the class of Riesz operators on a Banach space is not
closed under the usual operations of addition, multiplication, etc.
we restrict ourselves to the compact case. We study a Banach algebra
A for which T^ is a compact operator for all elements a in A. We call
such an algebra a compact algebra, and an example of such an algebra
is the algebra of all compact operators on a Banach space.
In § 2 the main results are a representation theorem for a
primitive compact Banach algebra and a structure theorem, which shows
that the structure space of a compact Banach algebra is discrete under
the hull-kernel topology. This means that a compact Banach algebra
has as rich a structure as a completely continuous Banach algebra,
although the class of compact Banach algebras is very much wider than
the class of completely continuous Banach algebras.
In £ 3 we impose an additional restriction on a primitive compact
Banach algebra in order that its representation given in j 2 is an
isometry.
In ^ 4 we study a compact B* algebra and obtain a fmll
representation theory for it. A primitive compact B* algebra is shown
to be isometrically isomorphic to the algebra of all compact operators
on some Hilbert space, and a compact B* algebra is shown to be the
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B(«d) sum of a family of such algebras.
In ^ 5 we consider the operator ^T^ on a compact Banach algebra
A and obtain some conditions for 1 to be a compact operator.
Q, C
2. Some G-eneral Theorems.
DEFINITION 2,1, A Banach algebra A Is said to be compact if, for
each element a in A, the operator T on A is compact,
We observe that a (left, right) completely continuous Banach
algebra A is compact since T = T T , By Theorem 1.3»3 the algebra
Si Si cl 3j
of compact operators on a Banach space X is compact, but this algebra
is not (left, right) completely continuous unless X has finite
dimension. Thus the class of compact algebras is considerably larger
than the class of completely continuous algebras.
Ve now give some elementary lemmas,
LEMMA 2,2., Let A be a compact Banach algebra. Then
(i) if B is a closed subalgebra of A, B is a compact Banach
algebra,
(ii) if I is a closed two-sided ideal of A, l/l is a compact
Banach algebra.
Proof, The proof of (i) is trivial. To prove (ii) let [a] be the
coset a + I in k/l. 'Then jl [aj/l = inf //a'//> a'd^aj, If
is a sequence in A/l with jj[^njjj ^ we W suppose that ffb^/f ^ 2.
Hence there exists a subsequence suck aJ
and so, since the map A —*A/l Is continuous, the sequence
£[a][b J [a]fconverges. Hence Vl is a compact Banach algebra.
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LEMMA 2„3• Let A be a.Banaoh algebra for which the operator I is
Sj 3,
compact for all elements a of a dense subset of A, Then A is a
compact Banach algebra.
Proof# Let 3 be this dense subset, Bor an element a in A there
exists a sequence fa j in S converging to a# Por b in A we have
| T b - T bIt = Haba - a ba jl = 11 (a - a )ba + a b(a - a )//11 a a a a " nn n n n
n n
A- //a ~ ajWW +
and hence 1 -> T as n—, Thus T is compact and so A is
a a a a a a
n n
a compact Banach algebra.
COROLLARY 2,A# A Banach algebra with a dense socle is a compact
Banach algebra.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2,3 and Theorem 3*3.3*
If fA ; /I e A] Is a family of Banach algebras, then ( X* A.)
/{ A O
denotes the subset of the full direct sum A^ consisting of all
elements f in X A^ such that, for arbitary £ >0, the set /A ; //f(bM
is finite. Then ( X X^o a Banach algebra with the norm
II f H = sup IiQ )//> ^ e , and is called the B(oo) Sum of the algebras
A^ (4e/l ), see (8), p. All. It is easily seen that the set
s * [f, fc fU) = 0 except on a finite subset of /[ J is a
dense ideal of (> A,) .
*■— A O
LEMMA 2,5. If A = (X A^ ) and each A^ is a compact Banach algebra,
then A is a compact Banach algebra.
Proof. Let S be the dense subset defined above. Then it is easily
verified that T is compact for each element a in 3, and thus A is
Si Si
a compact Banach algebra by Lemma 2.3«
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From Lemma 3»2,2 we have the following result,
LEMMA 2,6, Let a "be an element of a compact Banach algebra A.
Then 0 is the only possible accumulation point of Sp a, and if
\c Sp a ^ h) there exists a non-zero element b in A such that b
commutes with a and ab = /lb.
As a corollary of Lemma 2,6 we have the following result which
will prove useful in the next two sections,
LEMMA 2,7, Let a—y a be an isomorphism of a compact Banach algebra
A into an arbitrary Banach algebra B, Then Sp i0J = Sp a N £o J,
Proof, Clearly Sp a^fo] Sp a ^ £of, and the opposite inclusion
follows from the previous lemma.
From Theorem A»3*2, we obtain the following representation theorem.
If X and Y are Banach spaces in normed duality, denote by K(X,Y,( , ))
the subalgebra of B(X,Y,( , )) consisting of all compact operators T
on X for which T* is a compact operator on Y. This is a closed sub-
algebra of B(X,Y,( , )) and is indeed a compact Banach algebra. For
if T€"K(X,Y,( , )) and is a sequence in K(X,Y,( , )) such that
lj3 I/ <( 1, there exists by Theorem 1,3»3 a subsequence ( S j andn "k
operators S in B(X), S' in B(Y), such that //TS T - Sf—^ 0 and
n<s
HT*S *T* - S'H—> 0, By the argument used in Theorem A.2,3 S lies in
i i/
®(X,Y?( f )) an& 3' =3*. Then // TS T - S//—^ 0, and hence
nh
K(X,Y,( , )) is a compact Banach algebra.
THEOREM 2,8. Let A be a primitive compact Banach algebra. Then
there exist Banach spaces X and Y in normed duality and a norm-
decreasing isomorphism a—>3 of A into IC(X,Y, ( , )) such that theEL
socle of A is mapped onto F(X,Y,( , )),
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We now show that, in the primitive case, the existence of a
non-zero central element distinguishes completely continuous Banach
algebras in the class of compact Banach algebras.
THEOREM 2,9. Bet A be a primitive compact Banach algebra. Then A
contains a non-zero central element if and only if A is completely
continuous.
Proof. A primitive completely continuous Banach algebra is homeo-
morphic to a full finite-dimensional matrix algebra, and thus contains
a non-zero central element given by the identity matrix.
Conversely, suppose a is a non-zero central element in a primitive
compact Banach algebra A. Then V (a)> 0 since otherwise a would lie
in the radical of A. Then V(a ) > 0, and aT is a compact operator
a
on A. Then A is completely continuous by Theorem 2.3.3»
We now study the structure space of a compact Banach algebra., i.e.
the space of primitive ideals with the hull-kernel topology.
THEOREM 2.10. The structure space of a compact Banach algebra A
is discrete.
Proof. Since the structure space and the property of being compact
do not alter on passage modulo the radical, we may assume that A
is semi-simple.
If P is a primitive ideal in A, we first construct a non-zero
idempotent which does not lie in P. Now A/P is a primitive compact
Banach algebra and so contains a non-zero idempotent, which we write
as for some element a in A, where £aj is the coset a + P in A/P.
Since ^aj is an idempotent, 1 £Spa/p[aj, and hence l£ 3p a. Now
-TiA(a) is a Riesz operator and. hence l£Sp T/A(a)-— see Chapter III,
Q, I ■ - £L '
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^ 2. Let A( a) = N © R be the corresponding decomposition of A(a),
where H = <fb€A(a); (a - l) b = oj and R = (a - l) A(a) for some
positive integer V . Let e be the corresponding idempotent such that
eTlA( a) is the projection onto N, If bfA(a), then [b] c <f[a) since
[aj is an idempotent, and if b g R then [b"| = 0. Thus we have
f[bj ; bt n| = [a] ^ (.0), and thus [ej j=- 0 since eb = b for b S N»
Hence e^P.
Now eAe is finite-dimensional and is semi-simple by Lemma ^,2,8.
Thus by a theorem of Wedderburn eAe is the direct sum of a finite
family of full finite-dimensional matrix algebras 1 , the primitive
ideals of eAe being of the form ©M.» Thus eAe has a discrete structure
L/j 1
space*
Since e 4. F, P^ eAe and so Fn eAe is a primitive ideal in eAe
by Lemma 3»2.8. Again by this lemma, since eAe has a discrete
structure space, there exists b in eAe such that b ^Pn eAe but
b£P'n eAe for every primitive ideal P' of A such that P'_^ eAe and
P' i P, Thus b^P but b fP1 for all primitive ideals P' of A
except P. Thus { pJ is an open set in the structure space of A and,
since P is an arbitrary primitive ideal of A, it follows that the
structure space of A is discrete.
COROLLARY 2.11. A completely continuous Banach algebra has a
discrete structure space.
COROLLARY 2.12. A Banach algebra with a dense socle has a discrete
structure space.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2,A and Theorem 2.10,
COROLLARY 2.13. (o) is the only primitive ideal of a primitive
compact Banach algebra.
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We now give two results which give lower and upper bounds to the
size of a semi—simple compact Banach algebra.
Let A be a semi-simple compact Banach algebra with primitive
ideals P^ (/i €"/| ), and let A^ = A/P^ , Let a^ be the canonical image
of a in A, , and let jfa.,J/ be the usual infimum norm, /|a^ jj = inf jla'Jj,
a*£ a + P^ , Bach A^ is a primitive compact Banach algebra, and thus
there exists a norm-decreasing isomorphism of A^ into K(X^ ,Y^ ,( , ))
for some pair of Banach spaces X^ and Y^ in normed duality-, where the
image of contains F(X^ ,Y^ ,( , )). Let a(A) be the image of a^
under this isomorphism. Then the fuction a lies in the normed full
direct sum Tk(xa,ya,( , )), since II a(A )f II a^ // < //a//. Thus
//a// = sup Ihu)|f ? II4- Thus we have a norm-decreasing isomorphism
of A into 7~ K(X. ,Y ,( , ))» Denote by F the socle of K(X ,Y ,( , )),
A A A A
It is easily seen that F consists of all elements f in ^ K(X.,Y. ,( , ))
such that f(A) has finite rank for each A in A and f(A) = 0 for
all but a finite subfamily of /\ . If F^ is the set of elements f
in I K(Xa,Y^,( , )) such that f(A)cF(XA,YA,( , )), f(^) =0 (/^A),
then F = ^~ F^ .
THEOREM 2.14-, Under the isomorphism a—#a the socle of A is
mapped onto F,
Proof. By Corollary 3-2,10 the socle of A exists. Take some fixed
y in A . Then /IPi 4 (o) since the structure space of A is discrete.r
There exists a two-sided ideal I of A-, such that a 4 P \ if and
(* A A if A
only if a^ = 0 for A an^- 6 . Then 1^, 4 (o) and hence
the image of 1^ in K(X^,Y4/1,( , )) must contain F(^,1^,,( , )), since
the image of A contains F(X , )). Thus F lies in the image
of A under the isomorphism a—^ a. If a is a minimal idempotent in
y Il(X ,Y ,( , )), then a is a minimal idempotent in A, Thus, if a
A /\
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lies in E, we may write a = ^ b.e. for some elements b. and e
1 x
^lsri^n; in A, where b_^<£ JJ and e^ is a minimal idempotent of A,
Thus a lies in the socle of A. Conversely, if a is a minimal idempotent
of A, then aba€"C a for all b in A, and by taking b in F it is clear
that a is a minimal idempotent of ^ K(Xa,Y^,( , ))» Thus the image
in ^ K(Xa,Ya,( , )) of the socle of A is F,
Theorem 2.14 gives us a lower bound to the size of A. The next
theorem gives us a very rough upper bound.
THEOREM 2.15. Given an element a in A and £ > 0, then
//a^b^a\ jl <C £ for b in A such that ||bl!<" 1,
except on a finite subset of A . In particular, a^ = 0 except on a
countable subset of /[ .
Proof. Suppose the result is not true. Suppose for some € > 0 and
some infinite subset A'of A that for each y in A there exists a
point b,/M in A such that or £ , /jb^! ^ 1, and fj a^l^a^ ll > € .
Then if /•
IIa(.lr - if)all ^ sup fa^ (b^ - bpa^//
= max f //^bAy I, IIa^ a„'llj
Thus there exists no subsequence I*"? such that £ab'' a./ converges.
Since A is a compact Banach algebra we have a contradiction.
/\
It follows that a^b^a^ = 0 for all b in A with b c E■ except
on a countable subset of /\ . Hence a ^ - Q except on this countable
subset.
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3. The Approximate B ' Condition.
We now place additional conditions on a primitive compact Banach
algebra in order that the representation given in Theorem 2.8 is an
isometry.
DEFINITION 3.1. A Banach algebra A is said to satisfy the
approximate B condition if, given a in A and ( ,> 0, there exists
an element in A (not necessarily unique) such that = 1 and
V(a*a)} IIall (l - £ )»
This definition is due to Smiley (lA) although he does not give
it a name, and is a slight generalisation of the definition of a B
algebra given by Bonsall (2), in which he requires that V (a^a) = jla.ll.
We need the following piece of notation.
If the Banach spaces X and Y are in normed duality we write
fyf = sup l(x,y)l, llxli = sup l(x,y)/ .0 M/«/ 0 lifllst
We remind the reader that the norm on K(X,Y,( , )) is given by
// T // /= max j HTII, /|t*//J,
THEOREM 3-2. Let A be a primitive compact Banach algebra satisfying
f
the approximate B condition, and let a—>S (a£A) be the
Si
isomorphism of A into K(X,Y,( , )) given by Theorem 2.8. Then for
all at A, x € X, ycY, we have Hall = 11S II = IIS */l and
Si Si
lixll = jlell IIx IIq, Hyll = Hell tfyll„.
Proof. We remind the reader that e is a minimal idempotent of A,
X = Ae, Y = eA, S x = ax (xfX), and S *y = ya (ycY), By
3/ Si
Lemma 2,7 * (a) = V(S ) for all a in A. Given a in A and f > 0,
Go? a
there exists an element a* in A such that II a H = 1 and
V (a^a) > Hall (l - f ), Since ffs tf/j fl a II = 1, we therefore have
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//a|| (l -£) «V(A) = HsjU/Ull.
As f is arbitrary this gives //all = IIS II, and similaritycl
/(all = Il3 *H.
£L
Taking a to be of the form xy (xfl, yfl), we have
/|x|| l!ylt0 = l/x h y// = = HxyN = II S^H = ly H x/l = llx|/0 h'ylh
Hence there exists a constant k ^ 0 such that jjx || = k llxHQ an<T
l|yD = k fyfo for all x in X, y in I. Now e£Y and /'ell0 = 1
since, for x in X,
II xfl lief =113 H = llxell = Hxll
o xe
as xe = x. Thus k = l/ell and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY 5»3« The isomornhism a —* S is an isometry of A
a
into K(X,Y,( , )).
The fact that there exists a positive scalar k such that
llxll = k //x//o and if yll = k ly//Q should come as no suprise, since,
if we impose on A a condition that ensures that the mapping a—?• S
£1
of A into K(X,Y,( , )) is an isometry, then v.e itiay reasonably expect that
|'l S// =I(S *11 *11 aH since I S || = wax (//3 i* Is *//| , In particular
a a a la, a 7
|| x a yll -Icx h y)*f = l/y ai x II for all x in X, y in Y, and hence such
a scalar k exists. If such a 1c exists we have the converse that
/It// = IIt*fl for t in B(X,Y,( , )), since
It// = sup IfTx/l = sup /sup k|(Tx,y)/j = sup /sup k!(x,
/f»II < I II v-Hs I VII lllil > /Jp « / Ul * IIsi
= sup llT*yl! = ||t*/I.
Ill/If I
#
The following theorem shows that the approximate B condition
is a most natural anl economical condition to choose in order to
ensure that the isomorphism of A into K(X,Y,( , )) is an isometry.
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THEOREM 3*4» Let X and. Y be Banach spaces in normed duality such
that fxl - k Ixlo and llyli - k //y//0 (xeX, ycY) for some positive
scalar k. Then any closed subalgebra of B(X,Y, ( , )) containing.
"ft
3?(X,Y,( , )) satisfies the approximate B condition.
Proof. As we remarked before !It# = #tW'= IIT*/l for t in B(X,Y,( , )).
Let A be a closed subalgebra- of B(X,Y,( , )). Given t in a and € > 0
Vi
choose x in X such that lis:If = 1 and /(fell ^//t//(1-£) , and choose
y in Y such that jly/l = k and j(fe,y)j ^ k llTxIl^ (l - f ) « Hence
(I y//Q = 1 and /(fe,y)/ ^ //Toe// (l - f ) "*. Now x ® yfA,
llx h y// = llxtl llyilQ = 1, and
l/|xsy)T) = l(Tx,y)| |fell (l I/tII (l - f ).
Thus, taking T to be x a y, vie have the required result.
NOTE. Examples of such spaces abound, the raost obvious examples
being when either Y = X* or X = Y*,
One of the outstanding conjectures still to be resolved in the
theory of compact operators is the following;
I) On a Banach space X is each compact operator the limit in the
. p
operator norm of a sequence of finite rank operators on X.
We now pose a second conjecture which contains the above conjecture
but does not appear to be equivalent to it,
II) If X and Y are a pair of Banach spaces in normed duality such
that, for some positive k, llxll = k IxI!q and llyll = kllyiQ (xcX, yeY),
is Il(X,Y,( , )) the closure of P(X,Y,( , )) in B(X,Y,( , ))?
The conditions in II) between the spaces X and Y are satisfied
if Y = X* and in this case II) reduces to i)#
If conjecture II were true we would have the following result,
If A is a primitive compact Banach algebra satisfying the
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approximate B condition, then there exist a pair of Banach spaces
X and Y in normed duality such that A is isometrically isomorphic to
K(X,Y,( , )).
This follows from Theorem 3.2 and the fact that the image of A
contains F(X,Y,( , )).
Partial results can he obtained in the case of a compact Banach
algebra which satisfies the approximate B condition but is not
necessarily primitive, 'They are not as complete as the results
, . #
obtained by Olubummo (.11/ for a left completely continuous B algebra,
and we do not include them, Olubummo proves that a Banach algebra A
*
is a left completely continuous B algebra if and only if A is the
B(oo) sum of simple finite-dimensional B algebras, A simple finite—
dimensional B algebra is isometrically isomorphic to a finite-
dimensional matrix algebra with the operator norm#
4. B* algebras.
DEFINITION 4,1, A Banach *-algebra is defined to be a Banach algebra
A v/ith an involution a—> a* satisfying
(i) (<*a + y«b)* = 7a* +/b*
(ii) (ab)* = b*a*
(iii) a** = a
for all a and b in A and scalars (X and /S . If in addition
(iv) //aa*// = llall^
for all a in A, then A is a B* algebra.
We need the following result from (l2), Lemma 4.10.1.
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LEMMA If. 2. Let A "be an arbitrary *-algebra in which x*x = 0
implies x = 0, Then every minimal left ideal L of A is of the form
L = Ae where e is a unique hermitian idempotent.
Now let A be a primitive *-algebra with minimal ideals such that,
if x € A and x*x = 0, then x = 0, If L is a minimal left ideal
of A there exists a hermitian idempotent e such that L = Ae, As L
is minimal eAe = (f^e by (12).Corollary 2,1.6, If x and y lie in L
then y*xeeAe, and thus we can define a scalar (x,y) by
y*x = (x,y)e UfL, ycL).
Now (x,y) is clearly linear in x for fixed y, and also
(y,x)e = x*y = (y*x)* = ((x,y)e)* = (x,y)e.
Hence (y,x) = (x,y). Also, since (x,x)e = x*x, (x,x) = 0 implies
that x = 0. Hence by a standard argument (x,x) is real and has the
same sign for all x in X, Since e lies in L and e*e = e, it follows
that (e,e) = 1, and so (x,x) is positive for all x in L, Thus (x,y)
is an inner product on L,
We define a second norm on L by
Vz
jxl = (x,x) (x c L),
In (l2), Theorem If,10.6, it is shown that L is complete in the inner
product norm if and only if there exists a constant 1c such that
Itxlt^^ k /lx*xll for every x in L, The proof depends upon the continuity
of the involution and upon the closed graph theorem, and shows that
the inner product norm is equivalent to the norm on L induced by A.
In particular, if there exists a constant k such that k l( a*ai(
for all a in A, then L is complete relative to the norm Ixi, which is
equivalent to the norm llx.ll, and thus L is a Hilbert space, Hollowing
convention we shall now denote by h the Banach space L regarded as a
Hilbert space. Denote by I-I the operator norm on B(h).
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We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section#
THEOREM Bet A be a Banaoh *-algebra such that //a!/" <C" k jf a^all
(a rA) for some constant k» If A is primitive and compact there exists
a *-homeomorphism of A onto the algebra of compact operators on some
Hubert space# If A is a B* algebra the homeomorphism is an isometry.
Proof. We can construct a Hilbert space H as on the previous page
since A, being compact, has minimal ideals. We take the representation
of A on H given by a —>3 (as A), where S x = ax (x cH), The
cl cl
representation is faithful since A is primitive, and is clearly
continuous. Since
(3 x,y)e = y*ax = (a*y)*x = (x,S y)e (x^H, ycH, aeA),
9, 9.
it is a ^-representation. If x, y, and z lie in H then
s #(x) = = (^>z)y = y ® z U),
J z
and so the image of A in B(H) contains all finite rank operators on H.
If h is a hermitian element of A (i.e. h* = h), the condition
on the norm of A ensures that j|h)j <: k '/(h). By Lemma 2,7 we have
V (a) = a/ ^or a an ^ence ^or a in A
HaU2^ lc 11 a*all gk2l/(a*a) = k2V(S* 3 ) = k2 J S (2.
a a ' a
Thus the mapping a —* S (a^A) is a *-homeomorphism of A into B(H)#9.
As in Theorem 4»3»2 the operator T is a compact operator on A,
ct 6
and hence S is compact for each a in A. Since the operators of finite •
cl
rank are dense in the algebra of all compact operators on a Hilbert
space, it follows that the mapping a —^ 3 (a^A) maps A onto the
St
algebra of all compact operators on H,
If A is a B* algebra, the mapping is an isometry, since a B* algebra
has a unique norm with the B* property.
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THEOREM 4»4» A compact B* algebra A is a B(oq) sum of algebras Ay,
A = (2" where each A^ is the algebra of all compact operators
on a Hilbert space H\ , Conversely, each such algebra A is compact.
Proof. Let ^P^ ; A £ A^ be the family of primitive ideals of A.
If A^ = VPA (*c/\), then A^ is a primitive compact B* algebra, and
by Theorem 2.10 the structure space of A is discrete. By Theorem 4»9'. 24
in (l2) A has a discrete structure space if and only if A = (^" A. ) ,A 0
Hence by the previous theorem the required result follows.
The converse is immediate from Lemma 2,5,
COROLLARY 4.5» ^ L* algebra is compact if and only if it has a
dense socle,
Proof. The socle of the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert
space is dense, being the ideal of finite rank operators. Thus, if A
is a compact B* algebra, it is clear from the previous theorem that
A has a dense socle. Conversely, by Corollary 2,4, a B* algebra with
a dense socle is compact.
Por the next corollary we need the following notation and definition
due to Kaplansky (7).
If E is an arbitrary subset of an algebra A, let
A1(E) -fx; x £ A, xE = (0)/
Ar(s) = fx3 xcA, Ex = (o)J,
An algebra A is called a dual algebra if, for arbitrary closed
left ideal L and closed right ideal R in A,
AjAr(L) = L, A A^R) = R.
In the case of a B* algebra the concept''.of a-dual algebra' coincides
withothe -weaker concept of'-an annihilator algebra introduced by Bonsall
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and. Gol&ie in (5). On gathering together the results of Theorem 4.10.14,
Corollary 4,10.20, and Theorem 4.10,25 in (l2) we have;
A 33* algebra A is dual if and only if it is the B(<X>) sum of its
family of minimal-closed two-sided ideals each of which is isometric
to the algebra of all compact operators on some Kilbert space H^,
Thus we have the following corollary,
COROLLARY 1+,C, A B* algebra is compact if and only if it is dual.
As a second corollary we obtain a result due to Kaplansky (l0),
Theorem 2.1,
COROLLARY 4.7 » A B* algebra is dual if and only if it has a dense
socle.
5. The Operator ^T^,
In a semi-simple Banach algebra we have proved that, if T and
8 8
T are Riesz operators, then so is T » We now examine this problem0 C 8 C
"when T is .compact for- every a in A. . We can not prove that T is8 8 > 8 8
2
compact, but we can prove that T is compact. We need the following8 C
piece of notation.
Let a and b be elements of an associative ring A. "We denote by
a.b the Jordan product a.b = ab + ba^ and denote by A.A the square
of A under the Jordan product,
THEOREM 5,1. Let A be a compact Banach algebra. Then the operators
T and I are compact for all a in A and all c in A.A.
8 C C 8
Proof. Tor a and c in A the operators T and T are compact.
a+c a+c a—c a-c r
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Hence "by subtraction ( T + T ) is a compact operator. Since
ct G O ct
T = T ( T + T ) - T T ,
a C* c a c c a c c a
it follows that i a is compact for all elements a and c in A, For
a. c
2 2
b, d in A, ("b + d) - (b - d.)" = 2(b..d), and hence T is compacta c
if c lies in A,A. Then T is compact for all a in A and all c in A.A.
a c
Similarily, T is compact for all a in A and all c in A,A,
o a
2
COROLLARY 5»2» ?or a compact Banach algebra A the operator T
a c
is compact for all a and c in A,
We nov^ examine the set A,A,
L3MHA 5.3. If A is an associative ring over a field of characteristic
, 3
not equal to two, then A,A 3? A ,
Proof. Let = 1>2,3)» Then -we have
^ala2'' #a3 = ala2a3
( a^a +&2 = a^a^a^j + a^a^a.^
(a^a^) '8-j — a2a3aq + a-^a^a^.
Hence (a^a^.a^ - (a^a^),a2 + (&2a^).a^ = 2(a^a2a^), and so we have
A? cr A.A.
COROLLARY 5*4-. A.A is a two-sided ideal of A.
COROLLARY 5*5» If A is a Banach algebra with a socle 3, then
S A,A.
Proof. Any idempotent of A will lie in A.A, and thus the result
follows from the previous corollary.
T —If A = A, then A.A = A, and so is compact for all a and c
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in A, In particular, this occurs if A has an approximate identity,
i.e. there exists a family ~ A] of elements of A, where A
is a directed set, such that lle^H = 1 (^€"A) and
lira, e^a = lim ae^ = a
for each a in A, By Theorem 4«8«.1A (l2) a B* algebra has an
approximate identity, and thus for a B* algebra A.A = A.
We do not have an example of a compact Banach algebra for which
T is not a compact operator for some a and c in A, For the algebraa c
A consisting of the compact operators on a Banach space the operator
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